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YOUNG WILD WEST'S SHOWER OF GOLD
OR, ARIETTA'S LUCKY SLIP
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-Young Wild West Buys A Claim.
"This is Young Wild West, I believe?"
"That's right, my friend. What can I do for
you?"
"I would like to sell you a claim. I don't value
it very highly, either, since it has not made me
rich. But I think it is worth something, and I
want to sell and go back to my home town. in
Ohio."
"You have ;made up your mind to quit hunting
for gold, then?"
"Yes; I am heartily sick of it. I have been
here in Pinto Flat for six months, and I have
barely made enough to live. It has occurred to
me very forcibly that I wasn't cut out for a
gold miner. Neither was it ever intended that
I should be rich. But I know I can get back my
old jcb if I go home, and that is what I want
to do--1 want to go badly."
"Well, what do you ask for your claim?"
•
"Come over and look at it, and then tell me
what you think it is worth."
Young Wild West, the champion deadshot and
well known boy hero of the Wild West, had been
standing in front of the general store in Pinto
Flat, a mining camp of eastern Arizona, when
he was approached politely by a young roan,
whose clothing seemed to be rather the worse
for wear, and whose manner indicated anything
but contentment, and hence the foregoing conversation took place. The boy who had made
such a name for himself because of his daring
deeds and cool and easy way, brushed back his
long light hair and smiled at the young man.
In his neat-fitting buckskin hunting suit the
boy certainly looked to be what he was-the ideal
boy hero of the West. Young as he was, there
was something about him that was bound to
appeal to the ordinary observer and cause a
feeling of admiration. His handsome face, clear
eye and athletic form, suggested strength of
character, as well as muscles, and with his steadfast.courage and wondeTful coolness the boy was
as near perfection as few boys ever get to be.
With his friends, who generally traveled with
him when on his trips in search of excitement
and adventure, Young Wild West had struck the
mining camp of Pinto Flat, more by accident
than design, for none of them had known of
the existence of the camp before. But mining
camps were springing up like mushrooms at the
time of which we write, which was a few years

ago, when more lawlessness reigned in Arizona
and other parts of the Wild West than at the
present. Young Wild West looked at the young
man keen\y when he was asked to go and look
at the claim that was for sale.
'.'.What is your name, my friend?" he asked.
George Havens," was the reply
"And you are anxious to get back to your old
home?"
"Yes; very much so. I am sick of the o-old
diggings."
"'
_"Well, wait until I call my partners, and we
:will take a walk to your claim and see what it
looks like."
"All right, Young Wild West. Thank you
very much."
':['h~ boy walked around to the rear of the
bu1ldmg that was occupied as a general store
and approached a small camp where two tent~
~ere erected. It was not far distant from the
smgle, crooked street than ran through Pinto
Flat, and as he was within a few yards of it
he called out:
"Come on, boys. There's a home-sick man out
here who wants to sell me his claim. I reckon
we'll go and have a look at it."
Cheyenne Charlie, the well-known scout and
Indian fighter, and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy
who was about the same age as our hero at
once resp_onde~. Like the yo_ung deadshot, they
were attired m fancy huntmg suits of buckskin, and with his long black hair and mustache
and t_anned a_nd weather-beaten face, Cheyenn~
Char~1e certamly _made ihe true picture of a
frontiersma:1, which he was, through and
through. Smee they had plenty of time on their
hands, our hero and his partners had no notion
of leavini the mining camp before a day or
~vo, and 1f there was a claim to be had cheaply,
it struck them all at that moment that it might
be a good idea to buy it. It was about the middle
of the a~ternoon of a d_ay in October when they
struck Pmto Fl~t, and 1t was while the finishing
touches were bemg put to the camp by his companions that Wild, as our hero was called by
his friends and ac(luaintances, walked over to
the store to buy a ball of twine that was needed
for some purpose.
It was then that he had been accosted by
George Havens, the homesick miner. The young
deadshot was not long in telling his partners
just what the young man had said, and they now
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hastened back to the front of the store. Havens
was waiting for them, showing that he was more
or less eager to find whether or not" he was going
to dispose of his claim.
"Here they are, Havens," said vVild, in his cool
and easy way. "Let me introduce you to Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart, my partners."
"Very glad to meet you, gentlemen," replied
the tenderfoot, for such he really was.
"Lead us to your claim, Havens," the young
deadshot observed a moment later.
"All right, come right on, -gentlemen."
The four now walked along· until they had left
the irregular lines o:f tents and shanties behind
them. When they came to the foot of a steep
bank trhat had little or nothing in the way of
vegetat ion upon it, but was covered pretty well
by rocks of all shapes and colors, the young man .
came to a halt and exclaimed:
"Here it is. This is my south corner stake.
I struck what they call a placer here, and that
is all I have been working upon. I have taken
out a few hundred dollars worth of dust, but
I will no-w -confess that it seems _impossible to find
·any more. That is why I think the claim is of
not much value. Still, there are others near that
are panning out greatly, so I understand."
Young Wild West cast a quick eye over thespot. Then he looked to the right and left, and
when he saw that miners in various colored shirts
and broad-brimme d hats were working diligently
on both sides, he gave a nod and, turning to his
companions, said: ·
"Well, boys, what do you say if we stop here
for a few days and see what kind of luck we
have got?"
.
"That will just su it me, Wild," Jim Dart declared.
"Sartin," nodded the scout. "How much does
he want for the claim, Wild?"
"Well. it seems that he don't want to fix a
price Charlie," was the reply. "He asked me
to co'me over and have a look at it, and then I
could see what I thought it was worth. But I
don't wish to set a nrice on another man's property. Havens, what is your asking price?"
"Well," was the hesitating reply, "if I could
manage to get enough out of it to pay JIIY way
back to Ohio, and have a li ttle left, I'd be ;;atisfied. Do you think this claim is worth two hundred dollars?"
"Is that what you ask for it?"
"Well I might take a little less . But if I
could g~t two hundred dollars, I'd be ~nly too
hap py to sign papers and turn my claim ovec
to you."
"All right, Havens. Get your pape,·s fixed up
right away. I'll take the chan;:e on two hundred dollars and buy your claim."
The young man acted as though J1e could
hardly believe the evidence of hi s own ears.
"Do you mean that, Young Wild vVest?" he
exclaimed.
"I certainly do, Havens. I never say anything
I don't mean. I didn't come out here to have a
joke with you." ·
"All right, then. We'll gQ right · bac~ to the
store. The proprietor is a notary, and 1t won't
take but a very few minutes to settle the matter.
He has a map of all the claims that have been

staked out, t oo, so there will be no mistake
about it. This claim is No. 43."
"All right, Havens. I reckon we are ready
for you. We'll go right to the store and settle
the business in a hurry. Then, since there L a stream of water running through the claim,
I 1·eckon we will shift our quarters and camp
here."
The home-sick tenderfoot was so delighted that
he seemed to fairly want to run back t o the
store. Young Wild West was a great student
of human nature, in spite of the fact that he
was but a boy. He had decided right at the
start that Haven s was so bent on getting back
to his home in Ohio that he would go whetherhe sold the claim or not. While he had no idea
that there would be any great panout from the
claim, the boy did think that he would be able
to get back his two hundred dollars in a very
short time. Anyhow, he was willing to take the
chances. If it proved to be a bad investment,
he would have the sati sfaction of knowing that
he had helped the young man out. The four
soon reached the store, and when it was made
known to the proprietor what their business was,
a map of the claims was promntlv brought out.
"This is the one, I reckon," the storekeeper
observed, as he pressed his finger upon No. 43.
"That's it," Havens declared. "Here are my
papers. Now then, if you will kindly make a
transfer to Youn g Wild West, the deal will be
closed."
"Just make that to Cheyenne Charlie," spoke
up our hero. "I am not of age, so. acco1·ding to
law, I can't hold property. But it will be all
the same. It is my claim, anyhow."
"Any other name than Cheyenne Charlie?"
queried the storekeeper, as he-looked at the scout.
"Well, I've h eard that my last name is Watson, but I never go by it," ,vas the reply. "Jest
make it Cheyenne Charlie Watson. That will be
all right. I've got other property in that same
name."
"All right."
The papers were soon arranged, and duly
signed, and then Wild took them and paid Haven~,.,
two hundred dollars.
'
"I'm ever so much obliged to you," the young
man declared. "Now I can leave by the stage
that starts at eight in the mornin~ for Silver
City. It will be quite a long journey, I know,
since I will have to change before we get there.
But once I am there, I won't be 1011,<s in boarding
a train that will carry me back home."
After lingering there a few minutes, Havens
took his departure, and then Wild got what he
had come lo the store for and started back to
the camp, his companions foll owing him. As:
the majority of the miners were at work upon
their claims, there was no one about just then.
The rays of the declining sun fell upon the hard
white sand that had been pounded into a fine
dust, which had been trampled upon so much that
the single street looked anything but inviting. ~
But back where the camp was located things
were growing, and this made an entirely different
aspect. However, the claim our hero had just
purchased was nearl)l as good for camping purposes, so when the girls looked at them expectantly, the boy called out:
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"It's all right. We are going to move our
camp right away, girl~"
The "girls" referred to were Arietta Murdock,
the pretty golden-haired sweetheart of Young
Wild West; Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie,
and Eloise Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart.
The three were generally the companions of our
hero and his partners when they took the trips
we have already alluded to, and because Anna
liked to be with her husband, enade it possible
for the two girls to be members of the party
also. As soon as they learned of the transaction, the scout's wife and the two girls got busy
in making arrangements to move. The two
Chinamen, who were employed by our friends as
cook and handy man, were prdered to take down
the tents and load the pack-horses immediately.
So used to the work were they that the two
Chinamen proceeded with amazing rapidity. In a
very few minutes the tents were down, folded up
and being tied to the backs of the pack-horses.
Right here we might as well mention the fact
that the Celestials were brothers, and that their
names were Hop Wah and Wing Wah. The
former was supposed to be the handy man, while
the latter was the cook, and a very good one, too.
The fact was that Hop was anything but a plain,
ordinary Chinaman. He was a very clever
sleight-of-hand performer, loved practical joking,
was a professional card sharp, and had an overfondness for whisky, which he invariably called
tanglefoot. It was not long before they were
ready to move, and then without waiting any
longer, they mounted and set out, the Chinamen leading the pack-horses that were loaded
with their camping outfit behind. Reaching the
claim that had been recently purchased, a site
was soon located, and then the tents went up in
a jiffy. By the time everything had been got
into shape the sun was pretty well down. Just
about the t~me that the fire was going nicely
and the aroma of .:offee was wafted upon the air,
a rough-looking man, who was almost a giant
in stature, suddenly appeared at the camp.
"Hello, pilgrims!" he called out. "It's sorter
surprisin' ter see nice lookin' gals here. But
what are you <loin' on this claim? I reckon this
belongs ter a tenderfoot named Havens."
"It did until about an hour ago," Young Wild
West answered, quickly, as he looked the man
over and came to the conclusion that he was anything but an honest law-abiding citizen. "It
belongs to me now. I bought it."
"Well, I hope it pans out all right," and the
man laughed hoarsely.
Then he turned, and, fixing his gaze on Arietta,
observed:
"Gal, you sartinly look good enough ter kiss.
S'pose you jest imagine that I'm your long-lost
father, an' give me a good old-fashined smack."
He took a step toward her, holding out his
hands as he spoke.
·
"All right," was the unexpected reply. "I certainly will do that."
Though a little surprised, the big ruffian stepped still clos~r. Then suddenly the girl struck
him a resounding slap on the face with her
open hand.
"Wow!" roa1·ed the man, who was now very
angry. "So that's your name, is it, gal? Well,
jest ter show yer that I ain't ter be humbugged,
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I'll kiss her, anyhow. l';n Roarin' Tom, ther
terror of Pinto Fial, an' when I starts ter do a
thing I always does it, if I have ter kill somebody."
"Hold on, Roaring Tom," said Young Wild
West, coolly, as he sprang before the big ruffian,
"I reckon this is the time when you will have to
change your programme somewhat. You just
turn around and make a bee-line from this spot,
or I'll put a bullet through your carcas,: "

CHAPTER II.-Roari.P,g Tom Is Beaten, But
Tries Again.
Young Wild West had not made a move to
pull his gun, but if he had done so his words
could not have been more startling to the bigruffian. Roaring Tom, ·a s he called himself. P-ave
a gasp, turned pale, and then took an involuntary
step backward.
"Wbat's that? Do my ears deceive me, or did
I hear yer say that I had ter leave here or else
git a bullet through my carcass?"
"That is exactly what you heard me say," was
the cool reply. "\Vhen you show you1·self so low
as to insult ladies, it is about time you got out
of the sight of decent people. Now then, you
move, you b\g scoundrel!"
"What's ther matter with yer, anyhow, young
feller?" queried Roaring Tom, no doubt trying
to make light of the affair. "I don't know as
I done nothin' wrong. I was only payin' my
compliments to ther gal, which is sartinly as
putty a piece of calico as I've sot eyes on in
many a day. I didn't mean ter do no ha1·m to
her."
"Never mind what you meant. But say! I
believe I heard you say you was the terror of
Pinto Flat."
"That's jest what I am, boy."
"Well, I take it from that remark that you
are a very dangerous vian, indeed, and that you
always have your own way in everything. But
this is the time you are not going to have your
own way. I will give you just ten seconds to
move."
The villain had by this time nearly recovered
his wits. Suddenly his hand dropped to the holster at his side, and his fingers clutched the butt
of a heavy revolver. But before he could draw
it Young Wild West let go his fist and caught
him squarely on the chin. It was a hard blow,
for the boy let his whole weight go with it.
There was but one result, and that was that the
terror of Pinto Flat staggered back a couple of
steps and then landed heavily upon the ground
in a sitting posture.
"Get up and light out," said the young deadshot, still keeping as cool as an iceberg.
Then to show that he meant business, Wild
drew one of the pair of Smith & Wesson's he
carried and drew a bead straight upon the man's
heart. That settled it! Roaring Tom scrambled
to his feet, and after steadying himself, for he
was still a little groggy from the effects of the
blow he had received, he turned and took his
departure rather hastily. Wben the man was
about ten yards from the spot, and going along
at a hurried walk, up went the long barreled

/
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revolver the boy held in his hand. Taking a
quick aim, Wild pressed the trigger. Crack! As
the report rang out, Roaring Tom made a grab
for his hat, which .had been hit by the bullet,
and turned nearly half around upon his head.
Crack. Again Wild fired. This time the bullet
passed through the hat and so close to ' the finge1·s
oF the man that he uttered an involuntary yell.
But it had the effect of making him take to a
run, and without once looking behind him, he
went on until he got behind some rocks that were
near at hand.
"I reckon that fellow will know how to act the
nei-."t time he meets us," said the young deadshot,
coolly, as he ejected the empty shells from the
cylinder of his revolver and replaced them by
fresh cartridges. "He is like a great many we
come across, it seems-a big, bluffing rascal."
"That's right, Wild," spoke up his sweetheart,
her eyes flashing. "I was sure that something
would happen to create a little excitement before
we had been here very long. But I didn't expect
that I was to be the cause of it."
"You the cause of it, Et!" the boy echoed,
looking at her and smiling. "Why, it certainly
was ·not your fault."
"Well, it was I he addressed, Wild," she answered.
"Of course it was, but you can't help being
pretty, you know. However, no one but a scoundrel would make such a remark as he did, much
less to step toward you with the intention of
kissing you. But it's all right. You can bet
your life that Roaring Tom, the terror of Pinto
Flat, will not insult you again, not while I'm
around, anyhow."
"Well, Wild, if he happens to try it when you
are not around I'll shoot him, that's all," declared

the ,girl.

There was no doubt that she meant this, t oo,
for Arietta was not like the average girl. She
had been born and reared in Wyoming during
the times when it was not safe for anyone to go
unarmed.
"Now then, Wing," said Wild, turning to the
cook, "I reckon you can iro ahead with the supper.
Don't stand there g-aping like a countryman at
a circus. Get a hustle on you."
"Allee light, Misler Wild." was the reply. "Me
no gapee likee um countlyman at um circus.
Me allee samee velly muchee workee. Me no
'fla' rl of um bad Melican man."
Wing went ahead with his preparations for the
evening meal, and in due time he announced
that it was in readiness. Our friend s always
made it a point to shoot what game they needed
a s they traveled through the parts of the country
where it was to be found . The scout was so
fond of bear meat that he usually smoked some
of it to keep it from spoilin~, and when the
meal was over the sun was Just disappearing
below a distant range.
"What are you goin' ter do now, Wild?'' Cheyenne Charlie said, as he looked suggestively toward the mining camp, which lay so close to
them. "Are yer goin' ter do any prospectin'
afore it gits dark, or are yer goin' ter take a
walk over an' git acquainted with them what
lives here?"
"Well, Charlie," was the reply, "it is gerierally
the rule t o get acquainted with the miners when

we strike a place like this, so I reckon you and
I will take a walk over and see how things are."
"Jest what I thought," and the scout nodded
to show how pleased he was at the arrangement.
Jim Dart usually remained at the camp wit •
the gi~·ls at such times, and he was perfect}~
satisfied to do so now.
"All right, Charlie. I reckon everything will
be all right here till we come back. We won't
stay very long 9 anyhow."
As the two started to leave the camp, Hop
called out:
"Me likee go, too, Misler Wild."
"Well, come .along, then," was the reply. "I
know very well you will go anyhow, so you might
as well walk along with us."
Young Wild West and the scout walked leisurely toward the collection of shanties and tents, the
Chinaman following them a few yards behind.
By this time the miners who had been working
the claims that partly surrounded the camp had
quite work for the day, and many of them could
be seen around the store and the drinking and
gambling places that were there. It was not
strange that all eyes should be turned upon the
young deadshot and his companion s as they
walked up. Roaring Tom was nowhere to be
seen, but there were at least half a dozen men
there who would easily have passed off as ruffians
of his ilk. One of the latter had evidently been
drinking a little more than was good for him,
and in a hilarious way he called out when our
friends were within a few yards of the nearest
saloon:
"Hello, there! Where did you galoots come
from?"
"We just dropped into Pinto Flat by accident,"
Wild answered, coolly. "We had no idea of staying here very long, but since we have come in
possession of a claim, we may a s well remain
long enough to see what it is worth."
It was just then that Roaring Tom emerged
from the saloon. He had a revolver in his
hand, and without saying a word he swung it
upward, as though he meant to draw a bead on
the boy who had knocked him down a short tim~
before. Then it was that something happened
that gave the men in the crowd the surprise of
their lives. As quick as a flash Wild's hand
leaped to his revolver, and then - - Crack!
The bullet grazed the big knuckle of Roaring
Tom's forefinger, and with a howl of pain he
let the weapon drop to the ground. A cry of
amazement went up from the bystanders. Many
of them had not seen the boy pull his ,gun, and
they looked at him, as he stood with the smoking
weapon in his hand, as though there was somethin g supernatural about him. But the smiling
face soon told them different.
"Gentlemen, I hope I will be excused for this
litle exhibition, but it was forced upon me, I assure you. This is the second time Roaring Tom
has tried to draw his gun on me, and I want
everyone to understand that the next time he '
tries it he is going to fall dead in his tracks!"
"Hooray fer Young Wild West!" shouted a
cowboy, as he came running from the other
saloon, swing his hat. "Everybody jine in! Hip,
hip!"
Then it was that a deafening cheer went up.
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CHAPTER III.-Wild Introduces Hop to the
Miners.
The bullet from Wild's revolver had .grazed the
__j\eshy part of Roaring Tom's thumb, and when
·.lie uttered the howl of pain and dropped the
weapon he !'!tood stock still in his tracks, no
doubt fearing to move. It was not until the
cr owd broke into the cheer that had been proposed by the approaching cowboy that he made a
move to leave the spot. But as he turned to
go back into the saloon, Wild darted toward him,
and catching him by the arm, said: "I reckon you forgot something, Roaring Tom.
Pick up your gun."
.
"Oh!" exclaimed the villain, and then he stooped rather meekly and picked up his revolver.
"Now then," said the boy, in his cool and easy
way, "you heard what I said, so if you want to
live you had 'better take my advice. I am only a
boy, I kno.w, but I have a way of keeping my
word."
_
The terror of Pinto Flat made no reply to
t his, but hurried inside the shanty saloon. It
was just then that the cowboy pushed his way
through the crowd and held out his hand to
Wild.
"Shake, Young Wild West," he cried. "You
oughter know me, I reckon. I'm Sam Horner,
from ther Bi,g Y Ranch over in Texas."
"Why, how are you!" exclaimed the boy, as he
r ecognized the face of the man as belonging to
some one he had met before. "I know you, all
right, but I can't say that I remember your
name. I meet so many in my travels · that it is
hard to keep run of them all, you know ."
Some of the miners now crowded closer to our
hero. ·
"So this is Young Wild West, eh?" said one.
"Well, I reckon I've heard of him, all right.
Shake."
Tben both Wild and Charlie were busy shaking the hands of those who cared to come to
-the front for the next two minutes. As has been
said, there were half a dozen in the crowd that
Wild had put down as being of the same sort
as Roaring Tom. They did not come forward,
ut quickly slunk b_a ck and made their way into
the saloon. The man who had saluted them on
their arrival was the last one to· go in, and as
Wild noticed him he came to the conclusion that
he was not exactly satisfied with the way things
had turned out.
"Who is that fellow?" he asked one of the
miners, just as the man was disappearing
through the doorway.
"That's Bill Lemmon. He's a pard of Roarin'
Tom's. He's a putty bad man, Young Wild
-Wes.t."
"Yes, so I see," and the boy laughed. "There
are lots of bad men, it seems, but sQmehow the
majority of them don't prove it when it comes to
the poi11t. Ther.{! is more bluff than anything
else with them, I reckon."
"It certainly does seem that way in this case,"
and the miner nodded his head in the affirmat ive.
Those who had never heard of Young Wild
West were not long in hearing about him now,
and for the next ten minutes everybody seemed
to be talking at once. Though he did not drink
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anything strong himself, Young Wild West did
no~ qu':)stion what others . wou ld do, and always
bemg bberal, he now walked into the saloon and
called for everybody to take something with him.
There was a big crowd by this time, but that
made no difference. It happened that temperance
drinks were sold in the place,. so Wild took a
.glass of pop, as it was called, and the rest took
what they liked, which was whisky, straight, or
tanglefoot; as some of them called it. When Wild
n·oticed that Roaring Tom and his friends accepted the invitation to drink, he made up his
mind that possibly they were not so very bitter
against him, after all, or else they were afraid
to refuse. Charlie thought it was more apt to be
the latter, as he declared in a whisper to the
boy.
Hop had kept in the background. He had not
sa~d a word until the invitation was given by
Wild for all hands to have something. .Even
then he simply thanked the boy, just as though
he was the main one alluded to in the invitation.
But no one paid any attention to him until he
had swallowed his drink. Then he breathed a
deep sigh of relief, and backing against the
partition at the end of the bar, he called out:
"Hoolay for Young Wild West! Hoolay for
Cheyenne Charlie! Hoolay for evelybody !"
His shrill, piping voice was then raised into
a loud hurrah, and while some of the miners
j oined in the shouting, others broke into roars
of laughter, for the Chinaman certainly had a
comical sort of appearance just then.
"Gentlemen," said Wild, "this is our clever
Chinee. His name is Hop Wah, and though he
looks so very innocent, I will ,give you my word
that such is not the case. Hop is a professional
card sharp, so I warn you all not to get into
a game wi~h him. He is also a magician, and
ca'!} do thmgs that are very puzzling to the
brightest penple on earth. I tell you this so
~hat you will no't take him to be only a poor,
mnocent heathen."
"Lat allee light, Misler Wild." spoke up Hop
with an injured air. "Me allee samee goode~
Chi nee."
'
The miners looked at the Chinaman with .more
interest than they had shown before after hearing what the young deadshot said. To them he
appeared to be just an ordinary heathen, who
was :i:-ot worth any more than a dog, except that
he might be able to woo·k. But now it was different.
·
CHAPTER IV.-The Villains Decide to Wait for
"Circumstances."

It will be in order for us to fellow Roa ring
Tom and his companions. 'i'he fact was that the
villains, ~or such . they undoubtedly were, had
been holdmg a whispered conversation while our
friends and the Chinaman were in the big barroom of the saloon. It was upon the recommendation · of the terror of Pinto Flat that they
retired from the place, and that he had stronoreasons for doing it so.o n became evident: It wa~
fast _getting dark when ~hey went outside, and
turmng sharply to the r 1 ght, Roaring Tom led
the ·wa:y to the_ south end of the mining camp,
where a gond-s12e<l shanty Rto0d some little dii,..
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tance from the rest. There were no other shanties further on, and near this one was the first
of the claims that were staked out in a sort of
horse-shoe fashion around the camp. It happened
that Roaring Tom was one of the first to settle
there to dig for the precious metal. The six
men we have call~d his chums were all ignorant
fellows, and were as pHable as could be under
his management. Any suggestions the villain
made were thought well of by them, more especially the man called Bill Lemmon.
""\Vhat are yer up ter now, Tom?" he asked,
as they hurried alor g toward the shanty, which
was the property of the terror of Pinto Flat.
"Vlell, don't yer think we ought ter have a·
little talk about this here business?" came the
reply, rather testily. - "You know very well that
we had set our minds on gittin' hold of that
claim, which is No. 43. That poor fool of a
tenderfoot was sick of ther business, an' you
know very well I've been waiiin' "fcr him ter give
up ther claim an' light out. I happen ter know
that there's likely ter be a mint of money in
that claim-yer all know it, for that matter."
"That's right, Tom," spoke up one of the
others. "I was mighty surprised when I heard
yer say that this boy called Young Wild West
had bought ther cfa.im."
"We was alf sm·prised, I reckon," admitted
Bill Lemmon, shaking his head. "If we had
]mowed that anyone was likely ter buy it we
would have got hold of it ourselves."
"Sartin, we would," declared Roaring Tom.
"But that's what we got for waitin', I s'pose.
I don't know how much Young Wild West ,give
fer it, but I'd be willin' ter give twenty thousand dollars for it right now-if I had ther
money."
"But yer ain't got ther money, Tom," another
.of the party said, in scmething like a joklng
,
way.
The conversatfon was cut short by the ar1:ival at the shanty, and as Roaring Tom opened
the door and struck a match, the rest filed in
and took seats upon whatever they could find
for the purpose. There were a couple of stools,
some boxes, and several barrels, the latter being ranged along one side of the shanty close
to the bunk that was occupied during the night
by the owner of the dwelling. When the terror
had applied the flame of the match to a lantern
and adjusted the ,globe, he hung the same from
a piece of wire that was attached to a rafter, so
that the light from it illumined the whole interior with something like a good effect. Without a word he went to one of the barrels and
drew forth a big, old-fashioned demijohn.
"It ain't so very often I tackle this here demijohn, boys," he said, shaking his head and looking rather mysteriously about it. "As yer all
know, this is what they call applejack in ther
East. We call it apple brandy out here; but no
matter what anybody calls it, it's one of ther
best brands of liquor that was ever run out of
a still."
By the way his hearers nodded and smacked
their lips it was more than evident that they
thoroughly agreed with him. He took care that
no one got any more than the rest, and when
he had finished he carefully recorked the demijohn an<l placed it back into the barrel.

"Now then, boys," said he, as he removed his
hat and raised his tin cup, "here's success."
They all drank, and the sighs of relief that
went up told plainly that the liquor was of a
~.
very good brand, indeed.
"We'll come to business now, boys," Roaringi.
Tom observed, as he filled his pipe. "As I said
afore we come in here, yer all know that Claim
No. 43 is likely ter pan out a big fortune. There's
no use in goin' into ther details, since yer all are
aware of this. Suffice it ter say that it was
myself who found this out ac.c identally, late one
afternoon when I was taking a walk around.
We've all been expectin' that ther feller called
George Havens would find it out. But it seems
that instead of doin' this he's been slackin' off
right along, all ther while givin' it cut that he
was sick of huntin' for gold dust, an' that he
wanted ter git back East ther worst way. It's
quite certain that he'll go East now, but matters
is a great deal worse for us than if he ])ad stayed
here. Along comes this boy they call Young
Wild West, who they say is ther champion deadshot, an' one that ain't afraid of nothin'. I'm
inclined ter think that what they say is about
r',ght, since I've experienced somewhat of what
he is. But that ain't neither here nor there.
What we want ter do is ter put up some kind
of job to make Young Wild West an' his pards
leave that claim. While they're leavin' ther
claim it might be well ter make him leave ther
earth. Now then, boys, I hope you thoroughly
understand my meanin'."
"I reckon we do," spoke up B-m Lemmon, giving a nod. "I happen ter know your character
putty well, Tom. I'm mighty sartin that you
ain't ther sort of a man ter be thrs.shed by a
boy without lookin for revenge. I will say that
I hated that boy ther minute I heard you tell
anything about him, an' that's why I started
ter pick a row with him when he walked up to
ther whisky-mill tonight."
"I wish I'd stayed inside an' let you gone on
an' done it," and Roaring Tom shook his head
and looked rather sad. "Then I wouldn't have
suffered ther feelin' of mortification which I was
compelled ter do. I tell yer, boys, it ain't very
nice for a man who is known as ther terror of'
Pinto Flat, ter be used as Young Wild West
used me. Some might say that I made a laughin'
stock of myself."
"Well," spoke up one of the others, thoughtfully, "it does seem as though there was a
whole lot of laughin' after Young Wild West
sh9t your gun out of your hand."
"That's all right," said the tenor, sharply.
"Don't go to makin' matters any worse than
they are. But without going any further, I
want ter tell yer that it is my purpose ter kill
· Young Wild West jest as quick as I kin do it."
"That's what I've been expectin' ter hear yer
say right along, Tom," declared Bill Lemmon, as
he brought his hand heavily upon his knee. The
leader of the gang looked pleased at this.
"Well, I'll tell yer what I think about it, boys.
I think ther proper thing ter do in this matter
is ter manage somehow t-q git hold of one of
them gals Young Wild West has got with him.
Not that we want to be bothered with the gal so
much, but jest ter· take her somewher so he'll
come ter look for her, an' then we kin manage
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ter pop him over afore he sees us. What do
you think of that scheme?"
"Bully!" exclaimed Lemmon, and the rest
promptly declared that they thought the same
~ay.
• "All right," and the terror seemed to think
that it was settled. "That's what we'll do, then."
"But how are we goin' ter do that, Tom?" one
of t hem queried.
"That's somethin' I can't say jest now. We've
,got ter leave it to .circumstances."
"Circumstances, of course," declared Lemmon,
looking at the speaker, just as though there could
be no other way that it could be left to.
"But what is circumstances, anyhow?" queried
the man who had made the observation. ·
Roaring Tom cast a withering glance at the
speaker.
"Circumstances," said he, '.'is a thing that happens one way or another."
"Oh!" and the questioner appeared to be relieved.
"Now then," went on the leader, as he puffed
calmly at his pipe, "I s'pose we may as well
adjourn. We've settled on how we're goin' ter
ki\l Young Wild West, so we'll let ther rest of
it go until ther circumstances show up. I s'posc
we may as well adjourn an' go over ter ther
other whisky-mill."
So saying, he arose, and the rest quickly followed his example.
"Ther whole thing is, boyst he added, as
he reached for the lantern preparatory to extinguishing it, "that we've got ter depend on
circumstances. We'll jest wait for circumstances,
an' then we'll do ther job."
No doubt if his chums could have expressed
themselves they would have declared that they
were no further advanced in the matter than
before the brief meeting hail opened. ·But they
seemed to be perfectly satisfied, and with Roaring Tom in the lead, they headed for the saloon.

CHAPTER V.-Hop Proves To Be Very Mystifying.
Hop smiled gratefully at the keeper of the
shanty saloon as a bottle of liquor was placed
at his disposal.
"Lat velly goodee tanglefoot!" he queried,
looking at the man cheerfully.
"Ther best I've ·got in ther house," was the
reply.
"Allee light. Me takee outtee um cork, so be."
"Go ahead an' sample it, if yer want ter."
"Me wantee makee velly muchee sure lat it
goodee tanglefoot."
"All right; I don't care," and the proprietor
laughed good-naturedly.
Hop was not long in producing a corkscrew,
and then the cork was quickly removed from
i he bottle. He smelled it. as though he had his
1 oubts about it being all right. Then he asked
for a glass, which was promptly brought to him.
Pourin,g the glass about half full of liquor, he
nodded to Dan, the good-natured miner, to come
forward.
"You allee samee tastee," he said, as he passed
the glass to him.
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The miner did so, and promptly declared that
it was whisky, and pretty good stuff, at that.
"Allee light," said Hop, as he put the cork
back into the bottle. "Now len, me showee you
nicee lillee t lick. Me allee samee makeee um
tanglefoot turnee into water."
"What's that?" spoke up the proprietor, looking at him in surprise. "You're goin' ter make
that whisky turn into water, are yer?"
"Lat light, Misler Boss," the Chinaman declared, the bland smile never once leaving his
face.
"Well, go ahead an' do it, then."
"Allee light," and out came the big yellow
silk handkerchief.
Though many of the miners were standing very
close t o the table-as close t o it- as they could
get, in fact-n ot one of them had the least idea
that there was a bottle that looked almost exactly like the one upon the table un·d er the hanakerchief when it came from Hop's pocket. But
imch was the case, nevertheless, though there
was nothing done by the magician to make it
look that way. The handkerchief dropped over
the bottle of whisky, and then while the cleve1·
Chinee talked away J!libly and arranged the
handkerchief with one hand, the whisky was
slipped under his loose-fitting coat and dropped
into a pocket that was there to receive it.
Though • Young Wild West and the scout knew
pretty well what the Chinaman was doing, even
they could not detect him in the trick. Hop
went on smoothing the handkerchief about the
bottle as he did so. Finally he settled back in
his chair, and nodding to those present, said :
"Now len, evelybody watchee. Me makee um
tanglefoot allee samee turnee to water."
Rising to his feet he suddenly put on a very
mysterious air, and then with his index finger
waving back and forth before the covered bottle,
he muttered o,ver some gibberish that was not
intelligible. Having done this to his satisfaction,
he turned his eyes toward the ceiling and remained silent. Suddenly he clasped his hands
together, and then dropping back into the chair,
exclaimed:
"Me makee um ma.gic allee samee workee.
Um tanglefoot allee samee turnee to water."
The proprietor laughed lightly, but the rest
kept quite i,till, wondering how it was going t o
turn out.
"Misler Boss," said Hop, nodding to the man
who had been kind enough to supply him with
the bottle of whisky, "you takee um handkelchief
flom um bottle."
"Well, I'll do that, I reckon," was the reply,
and he quickly did so.
To all appearances it was the same bottle he
had brought from behind the little bar. But as
the bottles that were to be found in mining
camps generally all look about the same, there
was nothing surprisir1,g in this. It seemed that
it contained just about as much as it had before
since it was filled close to the neck.
·"I reckon she's all right, heathen," observed
the boss, as he held the bottle up and took a
look at it.
But owing to the fact that it was what is
known as a black bottle, the color of the liquor
could not be observed in that w:i.v.
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"You takee lillee tastee," suggested Hop, smiling at him.
"Well, I reckon I ain't afraid ter take my own
medicine," and so saying, the proprietor pulled
the cork with his fingers and reached for the
glass that was upon the table.
·
He quickly poured some of the contents of the
bottle into this, and then his face fell. If there
was anything in the looks of the contents of the
glass, it certainly was water. There was nothing like an amber color to it at all.
"That's mi,~hty funny," declared the man, as
he lifted the glass to his nose. Then he took a
taste of it.
"Thunder!" he exclaimed, looking amazed.
"Blamed if it ain't water."
"Let me taste it," said Dan, whose eyes were
now as wide open as they could possibly get
through his astonishment.
He placed the glass to his lips, and then shook
his head in something like disgust.
"I ain't used ter drinkin' much water," he
said, "but I reckon I know what it tastes like,
just ther same. That's wate1·, all right."
"Velly muchee stlange," commented Hop, shaking his head, as though he was as much puzzled
as anyone else.
"I reckon there ain't nothin' so very strange
about it, after all," spoke up the proprietor, who
had been doing some quick thinking. "Young
Wild West said you was a magician, so that
accounts for it. You have sartinly turned ther
whisky into water. There ain't no mistake on
that, boys," and the speaker turned and waved
his hand to the crowd. "Jest how he ·done it,
I don't know, but there she is. Yer kin all
taste it an' see for yourselves."
Some of them were not satisfied until they
had tasted it, and then Hop was certainly looked
upon as a wonder. But the owner of the saloon
evidently thought a little deeper than the majority of the others present.
"See here," he said, looking at Hop, with a
faint smile showing on his face, "I'll bet~ you
drinks for all hands that you can't turn ther
· water back into whisky again."
"Allee light, me takee lat bet," was the prompt
retort.
There was no doubt but that the boss had
made up his mind to watch him more closely
this time, for he leaned his hands upon the
table. his face not more than three feet from
the table. But Hop did not mind a little thing
like this. He had placed his handkerchief back
into his pocket, and in doing it had covered the
bottle that contained the liquor.
"Now len," he said, "me likee tellee you lat
me ,gottee um uncle in China whattee velly
muchee smartee. He velly gleat magician, and
he makee me learnee evelytling he knowee. Me
now fetchee out um handkelchief and puttee over
um bottle of water, likee lis."
The handkerchief seemed to drop loosely over
the bottle, but Hop's coat was so close to it at
the time that it fairly touched it, and it was
then that the bottle of water was passed from
view.
"When me do likee lis," Hop went on, as he
began to arrange the handkerchief, "me makee
um water allee sam11~ commence to turnee to
tanglefoot."

He carefully ananged the handkerchief about
the bottle, and then he went through a performance similar to that which he had done before,
and when he clapped his hands he settled back
in his chair and looked at the owner of the
place in triumph.
"Have yer done it, heathen?" came the query.
"Yes, me allee samee fixee allee light. You
takee up um handkelchief and you findee outtee
velly muchee quickee."
The proprietor was not slow about lifting
the handkerchief from the bottle. To all appearances it was the same one, and though he felt
that he was ,going to lose the bet, he was anxious
to see whether it was ·whisky that it contained
or not. He quickly pulled the cork from the
bottle, and then poured some of the contents
into the glass. There was no mistake about it;
it was whisky, sure enough. He tasted it, and
then with a nod of satisfaction, took up the
bottle and walked behind the bar.
"You win, heathen," he called out. "Everybody step up an' call for his pizen."
Hop was one of the first to get to the bar, and
he took care to get at the end. He still had
his handkerchief in his hand, and as the boss
politely offered him the bottle first, he coolly
poured outJ.his drink, and then with remarkable
quickness clianged the bottles again, leaving the
one filled with water, minus the cork, upon the
bar. The next m~n to him proceeded to pour
out a drink, and not until he had the glass half
full did he discover that it did not look like the
liquor Hop's glass contained.
"Great snakes!" he exclaimed. "I reckon she's
gone back ter water · again, Barney."
"What's that?" cried the saloon-keeper, turning his gaze upon the glass the man was holding
in his hand.
"There she is! Jest look at it."
"Push ther bottle along this way," called out
one of the other miners.
This was done, and he poured out some. But
it was water, and that was all there was to it.
"Velly stlange," observed Hop, shaking his
head, and looking as solemn as an owl. "But me
no helpee lat. Here velly goodee luckee."
Then he gave a bow and drank the liquor his
glass contained. This done, he walked over to
the table and sat down, just as though nothing
out of the ordinary had taken place. Some of
the men were so mystified that they absolutely
refused to touch the bottle. No doubt they felt
that it was bewitched, or something of the sort.
But Barney, the boss of the shanty saloon, had
evidently witnessed slei,ght-of-hand tricks before,
and he was not superst_itious. He realized that
he had been beaten, and he meant to make -the
best of it.
"'Veil, boys, if that's water," he said, "I reckon
I've got somethin' behind ther bar that ain't.
You're all goin' ter have a drink, 'cause I lost
ther bet. It sorter seems as though I lost a
bottle of whisky, too. But that's my fault. Now
then, everybody help 'yourselves."
,
He put a fresh bottle upon the bar, and it
was not long before the miners fell in line and
helped themselves. Hop now sat at the table,
shuffling a pack of cards. Wild Rhot a warning
glance at him, which meant th~t he was not to
gamble with the men, since they appea1·ed te
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be a very nice lot, and the boy did not want
them to be flee_ced.
"Me no play dlaw pokee, Misler Wild," Hop
eclared, shaking his head, as he understood
hat the glance meant. "Me wantee showee
nicee lillee tlick."
Some of the men actually seemed to be a trifle
afraid of the clever Chinee, for they did not
attempt to get very close to him. But others
crowded around the table and waited to see what
would be done next. Some of them fairly brushed against the Chinaman in their eagerness to
have a good look. · This was just what Hop
wanted them to do, for unknown to them he
succeeded in getting rid of four of the cards the
pack contained by slipping them into the pockets
of those who were close to him. He was clever
enough to 1·emember just who had become the unknown possessors of the carcis, as well as wh2t
the cards were. Right before their eyes he
changed the pack he was shuffling for another
that came from under his coat. Then after a
little further shuffling, he drew forth four cards,
one at a time.
It happened that they were
the aces of the pack.
He picked out the four men he wanted, and
nodding to the first he said:
"Um ace of diamonds your card, so be."
"All right," was the reply.
Then he named the other three aces in succession for the remaining three men he had selected as his victims. This done, he put the
cards back in the pack, gave it a shuffle, and
placed it upon the center of the table.
"N0,\· len," said he, touching the four men,
one afi er the other, "you allee samee walkee over
Jere and standee in um low."
"Stand in a what?" queried one of the men,
not catching on to his meaning.
"He v.:ants ver all ter stand in a row," spoke
up Cheyenne Charlie, who was .grinning broadly
now, since he was expecting something funny to
happen.
"Oh, all right," and the four willingly did as
requested.
,;Now Jen," said Hop, rising to his feet and
picking up the pack of cards, "when me allee
samee shootee um pistol me makee um four aces
go to um four Melican mans. Velly nicee lillee
tlick, so be."
·
"What' s he goin' ter do?" queried the man who
had not-understoo d him before.
"Why, don't yer understand?" spoke up Barney, the proprietor. "He says when he fires a
shot with his pistoJ he's going ter make ther
four aces came into your possession, jest ther
same as he named 'em to you. Yours is ther
ace of clubs, if I remember right."
"Yes, that was ther card he said was mine,"
came the admission.
"Well, all's you have got ter do is to stand
ri,ght still an' let him go ahead. Go ahead
heathen."
Hop now drew the big, old-fa,:hioned sixllhooter he always carried from under his coat,
and leveling it toward the ceiling, pulled the
trigger. There was not much of a report, for it
was a small charge of powder that was discharged. The four men stood perfectly still, the
eyes of the rest turned upon them expectantly.
"Misler Barney," said Hop, who had a great
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way of remembering names, "ycu lookee at um
cards and see if um four aces aTe Jere."
The proprietor lost no time in picking up the
pack. He quickly looked the cards over and declared that the aces were missing.
"Allee light; len evelythir,g be finee, so be. Now
Jen," and he turned and pointed his finger at the
man on the left of the row, "you gottee um
ace of diamonds in your pockee. You lookee and
you velly soonee findee outtee."
The miner quickly felt in his pockets, and was
not long in bringing forth the identical card.
His jaw dropped and his eyes distended, for he
could not, for the life of him, explain how it
was that the card had got upon his person.
"You gottee um ace of hearts." Hop declared,
pointing to the second man in the row.
He made a search and quickly drew forth the
card.
"You gottee um ace of spades."
This was said to the thfrd man, and he, too.
quickly found it. The fourth man was then told
that he held the ace of clubs, and when he produced it and stood lookinr{ at it he was probably the most astonished of the quartette. While
it seemed to be very mysterious, there was really
nothing to it, after all. The very fact that Hop's
hands were quicker than the eyes of those watching him made it easy for him to do such things.
It was just then that Roaring Tom and Bill
Lemmon came into the place. They liad gone
to the other saloon, and leaving the rest of the gang there, they ·had decided to come baclc to
Barney's place and see ·what was going on. WJ-ien
they found the Chinaman sitting at a table with
a pack of cards before him, it struck them right
away that they might show themselves friendly
and suggest a game of draw poker. They both
had heard the advice of Young Wild West, but
this made no difference to them, since they both
'figured that they were as good as any card sharp
going, especially when they were able to play
together.
"vVhat are yer g-oin' ter do, play a game of
draw?" Bill Lemmon asked, as he walked up to
the table.
One of the miners proceeded to relate the wonderful trick the Chinaman had preformed.
"Sleight-of-h and, eh? Well, that's all right,
heathen," and Lemmon lo<1ked at the Chinaman
coolly. "I heard Young Wild West say that you
could beat about anyone playin' cards, 'cause
you was a sleight-of-han d feller. But I'm willin'
ter take my chances with yer, jest ther same.
How about it?"
"Allee light," answered Hop, as he shot a
glance at the young deadshot.
Wild nodded for him to do ahead, for since the
man seemed to be persistent about it, he meant
to let him find out that he was not nearly as
clever as he thought he was.
"1'11 play, too," said Roaring Tom, as he took
a seat at the table. "If a couple more will come
in, we'll have a five-handed game."
But no one seemed to be inclined that way, so
the three got ready to start the game.
CHAPTER VI.-The Raffle.
The fact was that Roaring Tom was rather
anxious to be in the company of Young 'i\-'ild
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West for a while. He thought by this that he
might get a line on the boy's peculiarities, so
to speak. Being a shrewd man himself, he felt
that he would be able to find any weaknesses
the boy might have, and then he would have a
chance to figure out a way of getting the best
of him-killing him, in fact. But as he prided
himself on being an expert at handling a pack
of cards, he was not prepared to admit that there
was anyone who could fleece him, even though
it was a Chinaman who was a clever magician.
"Don't anybody el se want ter play?" he asked,
casting a look abqut the room.
No one made a r eply, so he took up the cards
and began looking them over. The four aces
had not been returned to the pack, and when he,
found that they were missing, he looked at the
Chinaman and said :
"What's this? Where's them aces. heathen?"
Hop quickly nodded to the men who held them,
and they stepped forward and laid them on the
table. Then somebody offered to explain again
what had happened just before -the two villains
entered.
"Oh, that's all 1·ight," and the terror gave a
nod. "I s'pose it was easy enough for ther
heathen ter do that. He put ther cards in their
pockets when thev didn't know nothin' about . it.
Pshaw! There's Jots of people kin do sich tricks
as them. But never mind this pack. We'll have
a new one, Barney."
"All right, Tom," the proprietor answered,
for he felt bound to treat the man well, so Jong
as he was treated the same.
A new deck of cards was quickly brought forward, and then after they had been counted and
looked over, they were shuffled and the cut for
rleal was made. Nothing had been said as to the
amount of the ante, and certainly Hop did not
care how much it was. Lemmon won the deal,
and then Hop, who sat at his left, put up a dollar
on the table.
"Is that all?" queried Roaring Tom, looking at
him with an ugly grin, though it was no doubt
meant to be pleasant.
"Maybe you wantee makee more," was the
bland reply.
"I do, heathen. I'll jest make it ten more ter
draw cards.
"Allee light."
The cards were dealt, and Hop found himself
the possessor of a pair of kings. He drew three
cards, of course, and 1mcceeded in getting another. This was a pretty good hand for a player,
but he ·was confident that it would be beaten.
S'till, he bet ten dollars, just to make the two
rascals think that he was playing his hand for
all it was worth. Roarin i; Tom raised it ten, and
then Bill Lemmon lifted it ten more. With a
smile that was child-like and bland, Hop clamly
raised it fifty. It happened that neither of the
men were very well fixed for money, but they
each had a hundred or two. Roaring Tom raised
it ten. Lemmon -thought for a moment, and
made it ten more. Then Hop thought it had
gone far enough for the first hand, so he called.
"I've got three aces," said Lemmon, a s he showed the cards.
"I've got a flush," declared Roaring Tom.
"Allee light, you winee." and Hop gave him a

pleasant nod, just as though it was nothin,g to
Jose fifty or a hundred dollars.
By this time the spectators were very 1J1uch
interested. It was not what might be called a
very swift game, but the fact that there was a.
Chinese magician playing cards with two sharp)
was quite enough to make it interesting. As
Hop picked up the cards to deal them he made
up his mind to show his companions that they
knew very little about the game, even when it
came to cheating. He shuffled the cards back
and forth, all the while gathei-ing those together
that .he wanted, and when he let Lemmon cut
them he watched closely where the cut was made.
There was no doubt that the Chinaman's eyes
were much sharper than those of his companions,
or of the ordinary run of people in general, for
that matter. As he picked up the pack it went
t(lgether exactly a s it was when he laid it down
for the cut, though no one took notice of the fact.
Thus it was that he had the cards just as he
wanted them. He dealt the· cards around, making out that he was awkward about it, and there
was no doubt but that both Roaring Tom and
Lemmon thought that he was going to be an
easy victim. The terror picked up his hand as
the la~t card dropped before him . and found that
he had not a pair, though he held an ace. It was
the same way with Lemmon. Wl1en Hop picked
his up he found himself in possession of four
kings. Of course he was not surprised at this,
since he had been sure that he held them.
"How many cards you wantee?" he said, nodding to Roaring Tom.
The terror had put up ten dollars as an ante,
so he meant to stay in and trust to luck in what
he got.
"Four," he said, holding the ace.
Hop dealt them out from t he top of the pack
in a rather awkward way, and as the villain
picked them up he found that he had four jacks,
along with an ace. Lemmon also called for four
cards, and when he found that they were all
queens, he was agreeably sm·prised. The first
bet was ten dollars, which was doubled by Lemmon. Hop studied his hand for a moment, and
then made it fifty better. As Roaring Tom ha
taken quite a sum from the Chinaman in the
last hand. he put it all in the put, and twenty
dollars of his own money besides. Lemmon look-.
ed at him sharply. He felt that he had the best
hand out. But the glance that his partner shot
at him told him that the Terror was of the
opinion that he held the better hand. Anyhow,
Lemmon decided to raise it fifty more, which he
did, bringing his stack of monev down to a pretty
low point. Hop again hesitated, and then made
.
it fifty more.
"I'll show yer, anyhow, heathen," declared
Roa1·ing Tom, as he dug deep into his pocket and
drew forth all the money he possessed.
He found that he could make the call and
stilt have a few dollars left, so he promptly did
so. Lemmon fell in line with him, and then both
looked at the Chinaman and said, as if in on
voice:
"What have you got, heathen?"
"Me gottee four lillee kings," was the bland
reply, and then the Chinaman scooped in the pot.
Roaring Tom looked at Lemmon in a thoughtful way, and then clearing his throat, observed:
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"It sorter seems ter me, after givin' ther matter due consideration, that ther heathen is a little
too sharp for us, Bill. I reckon Young Wild
"West was 1·ight when he give out ther advice
~r nobody to do any gamblin' with him. For
my part, I've got jest about enough. I'm satisfied, an' I don't begrudge him ther money he has
won."
"Same here, Tom," his pa1·tner retorted, though
it was quite evident that he did not say it for
the truth.
"You no wan tee play some more?" queried
Hop, looking very much surprised. "Me likee
play dlaw pokee."
"I ain't 'doubtin' that a bit, heathen," ,and the
Terror of Pinto Flat calmly arose from the table
and walked over to the bar.
Lemmon quickly followed him, and then the
two tried to heal their wounded feelings caused
by the loss of their money by the amber colored
liquid that was sold over the bar under the name
Wild knew quite well that the
of. whisky.
clever Chinee had been playing with a couple of
men who were anything but honest, in card
·games or in any other way, so he decided to let
him keep his winnings. To say that the scout
was p.leased at what had happened would hardly
be expressing it. He had a great admiration
for Hop's cleve1·ness, especially with the cards,
and to see the two men he knew to be Wild's
enemies, as- well as his own, get fleeced so easily,
certainly did him a lot of good just then.
"Well, what are yer goin' ter do now, ·wild?"
he asked, turning to the young deadshot.
"Well, I reckon we'll take a little walk around
the camp, Charlie," was the reply. "We'll drop
into the other saloon and see what is going on
there."
Charlie bought some cip:aTS, and as they .lighted them and started for the door, they were mf.t
by George Havens, the man who had sold his
claim to them. Havens had his arms full of
implements he had used in working his ·claim,
and as he saw Young Wild West and the scout,
his face lighted up instantly.
"I was over at your camp just now, Young
Wild West," he said, as he deposited a pick,
shovel, two or three pans and some other implements upon the floor near the. door.
"Is that s1?" our hero asked, looking at him
and smiling.
"Yes, I wanted to see if you would not buy
these things I have got. They are no good to
me, and I thought probably you might give a
little something for them, since you have bought
Claim No. 43. If you don't feel like buying them,
probabl y I could be able to raffle them off."
"Well, since we are pretty well provided in
that line, Havens, suppose you do raffle them?
I am sure that there are enough men here to
take chances, and by so doing you will get more
money than you would by simply sellil"g them."
"How much do yer want for ther lot, an' stand
treat when ther raffle's over?" spoke up Barney,
the proprietor of the place.
There were probably twenty-five men in the
saloon, and as the tenderfoot looked them over,
he hesitated about giving a figure.
"It will cost five or six dollars to treat the
crowd," said Wild, suggestively. "You ought
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easily to put a figure on your mining utensils,
Havens."
"Well, I thought if I could get five dollars
out of it I'd be pretty well satisfied."
"Well, suppose you put the lot up for fifteen
dollars?"
"I am more than willing, Young Wild West."
"All right, boys," Wild called out, nodding to
the crowd. "Come up and help Havens out. He
wants to get back to Ohio, and I reckon you are
all willing to give him a lift. Fifty cents a
chance."
An affirmative shout went up, and the next
minute Havens was busy with a pencil and paper
taking down the nam,es of those who were more
than willing to give half a dollar on the chance
of winning the articles he was to dispose of.
Even Roaring Tom and Lemmon came forward
and took chances, though their capital was rather
limited, since the game of draw poker with Hop.
Twenty-six chances were taken, and there being
no others there to go in the raffle, Havens declared that it would be no more than satisfactory to let it go at that.
-"All right," said Wild.- "I suppose it will be
settled by thr·o wing dic_e."
"That's it," spoke up Barney. "All raffles are
settled that way. Three throws an' count thcr
spots. Here's ther dice; come ahead."
He rattled the dice in the leather box, and then
pushed it upon the bar.
"Call off the names as you have written them
down, Have)ls, and take down eaclt throw," suggested the young- deadshot.
"All right. Cheyenne Charlie is the first man
who gave me his half dollar."
The scout stepped up and threw three times
counting- in all thirty-seven.
"That's vutty good, I reckon," he observed. as
he stepped back, "but I'm sartin that it will be
beat.'f
The next man was called up, and failerl t{)
throw as much as thirty-sevn. But the third
man made it thirty-nine. This remained the
highest throw until the eighth had thrown, and
then it was Hop's turn.
"No trick dice in this game, Hop," said Wild,
warningly.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," was the reply. "Me
chuckee velly muchee stlaight, so be."
But whether he was lucky, or had a wav of
throwing about what he liked, the clever Chinee
threw forty-eight.
"I reckon ther heathen · is a sure winner," observed the good-natured miner called Dan.
No one came very close to the high threw until
Roaring Tom, who was next to the last to try
his luck, stepped up. The villain seem<>d to be
very lucky indeed, for he beat Hop's throw by
one.
"I reckon ther parcel of rubbish is mine. boys,"
he said, turning and shaking his head in triumph,
"There's only one more ter throw, an' that's
Young Wild West."
"Well, if it's satisfactory to all of yo11. I won 't
throw," said our hero. "I am net in the habit
_
of throwing dice, anyway."
"Go on and throw," came from several.
As they all seemed to wait him to tal,e his
chances, the boy took the dice and rolled them
out. But when he found three aces showing up
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he knew it was useless to throw any further, so
he placed the box on the bar and stepped back.
Roaring Toi:n was the winner of the raffle, and
he felt so jubilant over it that he gathered up the
articles and placed them in a corner of the room
until he took his departure for his shanty. Then
he treated the crowd, as did Havens, and everything was satisfactory all around. As the young
man started to leave the places a few minutes
later, Wild and Charlie joined him.
"Good night, boys," the y_o ung deadshot called
out. "I reckon we'll go a little further and look
around, after which we will go back to the camp
and turn in."
Havens decided to go with them, and after
staying about half an hour in the other saloon,
where things were rather tame, for a wonder,
they came out, and the tenderfoot headed for his
tent, that was not far distant, while Wild and
Charlie returned to the camp.

CHAPTER VIL-Roaring Tom and Lemmon
Meet With A Set-back.

tools, I'll be lucky enough to git hold of that
claim. Now then, do you understand that?"
"Oh, yes," and Bill's face lighted up. "Why
didn't yer say that in ther first place?"
By this time it was rather late, so the twQ,
1ecided to !urn in for the night, which they did
m a few mmutes. Lemmon worked a claim with
Roaring Tom, and at sunrise the next morning
the two came out of the tent and looked around.
Claim No. 43, which had come into the possession of Young Wild West, lay perhaps a quarter of a mile from the shanty, but as they looked
in that direction they saw a column of smoke
rising from behind the rocks, which told them
as much as if they had seen it, that preparations
were being made for the breakfast by those who
now occupied the claim.
"S'pose we take a walk over that way an' see
what we kin see there," suggested Lemmon.
"That will be all right if they don't happen
ter set eyes on us, Bill," the Terror answered
with a shrug of his shoulders. "I went ·ove;
there a little afore sunset last night to look
around, but I didn't meet with a very good reception. But I s'pose that was 'cause I wanted
ter kiss ther yaller-haired gal. Howsumever I
1·eckon it will be safe for U3 ter take a w~lk
around. We'll go on up ther hill further an'
then we'll be able ter look down on ther ~amp
an' see what they're <loin'. It ain't likely that
we'll see anything more than that they're gittin'
their breakfast, or somethin' like that. It's a
little too early for 'em to start in to prospectin'
over ther claim."
"Shall we do it now, or wait till we get our
breakfast?" queried Lemmon.
"Oh, yer might make ther fh·e first an' start
r
ther old kettle to boilin'."
"All right, I'll do that in a jiffy."
It happened that the necessary kindling wood
was on hand, so Le~mon was not long in starting
a fire. Then an iron kettle filled with fJ."esh
water _was hung over it, and after putting on
some more fagots he came to the door and announced that the kettle would be boiling by the
time they got back, and that he was ready to

Hop lingered at the saloon for over ·an hour,
no doubt hoping that the two men he had fleeced
· would take a notion to look for satisfaction. But
this did not happen, so after a while he returned
to the camp, the bottle of whisky he had so
cleverly secured from the proprietor safely hidden in one of his pockets. When he had gone, the
Terror of Pinto Flat gathered up the mining
implements he had won at the raffle and went
out followed by Bill Lemmon. It happened that
Le~mon stayed with him at his shanty, so the
two went straight to it now.
"Do yer know one thing, Bill?" said Roaring
Tom, as he lighted the lantern inside the shanty,
"I consider this here raffle business a good omen."
"Maybe it is," and Lemmon shook his head,
just as though he could not quite understand
what a good omen was.
"Yes, I consider it a mighty good omen, Bill,"
went on the leader of the gang, who were long- ~
"Come on, then, Bill," and so saying the Terror
ing to possess Claim N'o. 43. "In ther first place,
we've got ther tools ther tenderfoot was usin' on started off toward the top of the hill. . They
that claim. In ther second place, we all want crossed two or three claims, and at length reachther claim mighty bad. Now then, since we've ed the point they were heading for.
got ther tools, it strikes me as being a good
Then getting under cover of the bushes and
trees that grew there quite abundantly, they movomen."
"See here, Tom," and Lemmon ai;:ted as though ed on until they at length reached a place that
he was almost ashamed of asking the question, overlooked . the camp of Young Wild West. It
, "but what is a good omen? I know, of course, happened that our friends were just then sitting
it must be somethin' good. But what is ther d?wn t~ ~ e r early break~ast. They had
omen part of it?"
. risen with ~he sun, and as Wmg could get a
"An omen," said the Terror, reflectively, "is a hustle on himself when the occasion demanded
sort of thing that means good luck to a gaToot- it, he had not been long in preparing the mornit's almost like a presentiment."
ing meal. It was certainly a peaceful scene that
"Yes, but what's a presentiment, Tom?"
the two villains were looking down upon. The
"See here, Bill, it seems to me that you're aw- two tents had been erected at the foot of a bank
ful ignorant. If I was to set down an' try to that had a slant to it of about an angle of fortyexplain what an omen is an' what a presenti- five degrees. The brook ran along within a few
ment is, it would take me so long that by ther feet of them, . while at the other side of it was
time I got through you wouldn't know as much an almost perpendicular wall of rock that reared
about it is you did afore you asked me to ex- itself to a height of probably thirty feet. This
plain. That bein' ther case, we'll drop ther sub- was broken in many places, though it continued
ject. But I will say that I think that because on for fully a mile to the north.
l was luchy enough to win these here minin'
Vegetation on that side was rather scarce, and
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the bare rocks, with a sea of white sand running
as far as the eye could reach, showed up rather
desolate in the rays of the morning sun. But
it was not the scene that lay beyond that was
ttracting the attention of the villains. Their
eyes were fixed upon our friends and their immediate surroundings. It happened that they
were absolutely certain that the bank that lay
so close to the camp contained gold dust and
nuggets in an enormous quantity. This discovery had been made by Roaring Tom, as he
had said the night before. One day while the
di~,gusted tenderfoot was taking a nap, instead
of pursuing his labors in an effort to become
rich, the villain had passed that wey, and finding
the young man asleep in the shade of a big tree,
he had started to descend the bank.
It was then that he had kicked some loose
earth aside, and found a glittering mass of dust.
He had paused long enough to fill his pockets
with this, and later he had washed it out and
found himself the possessor of twenty or thirty
dollars worth of gold. That same evening he
had heard Havens say that he was anxious to
sell hif' claim, so he could get money enough to
go E r.st, and h ence it was that he had not made
an effort to ,get possession of any more of the
gold that was there. He felt that the tenderfoot
. would not h~ long in abandoning the claim, and
then he and his partners could take possession
of it and pr()fit thereby. But just whPn it seemed
that he had things all his own way, Y()ung Wild
We~t stern; in and get possession of the claim!
The villain had been watching Havens when
he conducted our hero and the scout to the claim,
and his suspicions were aroused at once. The
result was that he had paid a visit later on,
which had resulted so disastrously to him. As
he looked down upon the camp from the top of
the hill, his brows knitted and an ugly scowl
showed on his face. Noticing this, Bill Lemmon
said:
"It sorter makes you feel mad, don't it, Tom?"
"You kin bet your life it does," was the reply.
"But never mind. We'll git hold of that claim
yet, see if we don't."
"S'pose we go on a little," suggested Lemmon.
"They don't seem to be lookin' up ther hill, an'
it might be that we could git near enough ter
find out somethin' more about ther gold dust
that's there."
"I don't know about that," and the Terror
shook his head. "S'pose they should happen to
see us?"
"Well, it ain't 1ikely they would do any more
than ter tell us ter light out. Come on. There
ain't no use in bein' afraid."
"All right, Bill."
When his partner started to move cautiously
alon g closer to the spot where they knew the
gold dust to be located, the Terror followed.
They went on down the hill in a very cautious
manner, using the many rocks that were there
to conceal their movements from those below.
But it was not long before Lemmon came to the
conclusion that it would be impossible for them
to get where they wanted to without being
observed.
"I reckon we had better not go any further,
Tom," he observed, with a shrug of his shoulders.
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"We ain't more than a hundred yards from the
foot of ther hill now."
"I'm glad you think that way," was the reply.
"I reckon you have seen enough of Young Wild
West ter know that he might take a notion to
pop me over if he was to git sight of me. He
might take it that I was sneakin' around ter
git a sly shot at him."
"That's so," and the face of Lemmon lighted
up suddenly. "Say!" he added, in a hoarse whisper, "you have got an awful grudge against that
young .galoot, Tom. Why wouldn't it be a good
idea ter pop him over?"
"I ain't got no rifle," and the leader shook his
head.
"But it wouldn't take very long ter git one."
"That's so, but s'pose we was ter make a
miss of it?"
"There ain't no s'posin' about that. If we
each had a rifle, I reckon we could pop Youn g
Wild West an' hi s pards over afore they knowed
what happened. Now I'll tell you what I'll ' do,
Tom."
"What will yer do?" queried the Terror, looking at him in surprise.
"I'll go an' git a couple of rifles, an' you kin
wait here till I come back. There's one thing
sartin. If we kin shoot ther three of 'em we
would be able ter g.it away without no on e
lmowin' who done it. But if we should happen
ter miss one, then it would be different."
Roaring Tom thought for a moment, and then
he must have come to the conclusion that th
suggestion made by his pard was a pretty good
one.
"All right; you kin go an' git ther two carbines that's in my shanty. Hurry up about it.
I hate that boy like pizen, an' I reckon now will
be as good a time as any ter finish him."
Bill Lemmon seemed to think that they would
be able to carry out their fiendi sh plan with the
greatest of ease, for he quickly left the spot
and proceeded to make his way back to the
shanty. He found the carbines there, and after
seeing to it that they were loaded, he took them
with him and left the shanty. Working his way
around by the same route the two had taken
before, he returned to his waiting companion in
a few minutes. By this time our friends had
about finished their breakfast. They could be
seen moving about, and when the two villains
.saw them getting a pick and shovel and some
pans in which to put the earth they dug from
the claim, they knew that they were going to
do a little prospecting.
"What kind of a shot are yer, Bill?" the Terror
asked. nervously.
"Well, I reckon I kin hit one of 'em at this
short distance," was the reply. "I know ; putty
well that you could pop ther whole three over
yourself, 'cau e you're what I call a sure shot."
"Well, see here, if we manage to do this thing,
ther blame will sartinly be laid ter us, 'cause
everybody in ther c;;,mp knows that I'm down on
Young Wild West."
"Well, s'pose it is laid ter us," and Lemmon
smiled in a sickly sort of way. "That ain't ter
prove that we done it, is it?"
"No, that's so."
"Well, then, come on. We'll do ther tri,.k now.
0
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I'm jest as anxious ter git rid of them three
galoots as you are."
"All right; hel'e goes, then. But I reckon we'll
creep over behind that rock there: an' then yve
kin raise our guns, so there cant be no miss
of it."
.
When the Terror made this suggestion he fo;:,got that a small open space must be crossed m
order to reach the rock he referred to, and as the
two crept forward, losing sight of their intended
victims for the moment, there was a sudden
stir at the -foot of the hill. The fact was that
the sharp eyes of Wild had happened to be
turned that way at that moment, and he had
seen the creeping forms of the two men. Whe~
the Terror and his companion re1ched the rocK
and peered cautiously over it, ~hey were unctb]e
to see anything of Youn~ Wild West o~ hi,;
companions. They had disappeared as if by
magi~
.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Lemmon, his eyes opening wide. "'Where have they gone ter?"
"I don't know," was the reply, with an uneasy
shrug of the shoulders. "They must_ have found
somethin' ter look at ther other side of them
rocks, probably. ·we'll wait an'. see."
'!'hey waited for fully five mmutes, and th<:n
not seeing anything of Young W1!d West or his
friends, Lemmon suggested that tm:y move over
to another rock that must have been about twenty yards distant.
. "If we ,git there," he said, "we'll be able to
look further around."
"That's right," nodded the Terror, and tnen
he arose to his feet and started across the open
space that intervened.
,
They were not more than half ~ay to the rocK
they were aiming for when two nfle shots sou~ded in quick succession. Both men uttered cries
and grabbed for their hats. The Terror's fell
from his head, but t},at of Lemmon was only
moved slightly. Down to the ground they dropped
in a hurry, and then as Roa_ring Tom reached
over and took possession of his hat he saw that
there was a bullet hole through the crown.
"There!" he exclaimed. "I reckon your plan
ain't goin' ter work. I thought so .. Now then,
let's git out of here, or ther next thmg we know
we'll be shot dead."
.
.
.
Bill made no reply to this, but it was evident
that he was doing a lot of thinking. That his
companion was right in what he said there was
no doubt, and without waiting any further he
began crawling rapidly for cover. He reached
it safely, and so did the Terror. Then they headed for the mining camp, their faces very white
with fear. When they finally came to the Terror's shanty, sighs of relief came from their lips,
and once inside, the owner of the structure shut
the door and securely barred it.
"There yer are!" he exclaimed in a contemptuous manner. "See what your plannin' amounted
ter, Bill. I reckon that after this I'll do ther
plannin' for this business."
"All right, Tom," was the reply. "I won't say
another word."
CHAPTER VIII.-Arietta's Lucky Slip and the
Shower of Gold.
When Young Wild West caught sight of the
creeping forms of the two scoundrels near the
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top of the hill, he had quickly warned his companions. The result was that they got out of
sight behind some rocks not far from the tents
in a hui-ry. While the young deadshot had not
been expecting anything like that just then, 1}.e
was quite ready to meet the eme1·gency.
·
"Everybody lie low," he cautioned. "I didn't
have time to see who those fellows were, but
I'll bet that one of them was the scoundrel who
calls himself the terror of Pinto Flat. Keep
yours eyes open, boys, and if you happen t;'.; get
sight of them, don't shoot to kill. Put a bullet
through a hat. just to let them know that we're
on the watch."
"All right, Wild," answered Cheyenne Charlie
while Jim Dart gave a nod to signify that h~
tho1·oughly agreed with what the boy said.
Arietta was crouching behind a rock, her Winchester ready for us.
"Wild," said she, as the boy crept to her side,
"I am going to try and be the first to catch sight
of the villains."
"All right, Et," was the reply. "If you do,
just show them how straight you can shoot."
"Well, I wi~l guarantee that I will r.ome pretty
close to puttmg a bullet through one of their
hats," was the confident retort.
It happened that the girl cm1ght a ,glimpse of
the creeping men at the very instant that her
young lover did. It was they who fired the two·
shots, with the result already known. Neither
the scout nor Dart observed the villains until
they were seen scrambling away from the spot.
"'!'hat's putty good!" exclaimed Cheyenne
Charlie, smiling grimly. "You got ther best of
us that time, I reckon."
His remark was addressed to both Wild and
Arietta, and they nodded and smiled.
"Are yer goin' ter let 'em go at that?" Charlie
went on, questioningly.
"Yes," replied Wild, shakir1,g his head. "I
reckon they'll make a bee-line for the mining
camp, I'll just climb up the .hill a short distance and watch."
Suiting the action of the words, he crept from
behind the rock and was soon making bis way up
the hill. He was not long in reaching a poit1
!ro_m whi~h he could l?ook upon the minin~ camp
m its entnety. Then 1t was that he saw Roaring
Tom and Lemmon making for a shanty on a run.
The boy half raised his Winchester, but quickly
dropped it again.
"I suppose there is no use in wasting cartridges
on the socundrels." he muttered, under his breath.
"I don't want to be compelled to kill them, unless
it becomes a necessity; and to shoot at their
hats again wouldn't terrify them any more than
they are at the present moment."
He waited until he saw the door of the shanty
close, and then arose to his feet and walked
leisurely down to his waiting companions.
"Well, I reckon that will be about all for the
present," he said, with a smile. "The two scoundrels have reached a shanty over there and they
ai-e now inside, no d9ubt afraid that we wilt.
come to look for them at any moment. But we
will let them be where they are, and turn our
attention to a little prospecting."
"That's right, Wild," spoke up Arietta. "If
there is any gold to be found on this claim, I
want to be the one to strike it first."
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"Well, it is usually your luck, Et," was t he
reply. " But I don't expect that we are going
to strike anything worth while. Havens must
have gone over the ground pretty thoroughly, I
think, though being a tenderfoot, he didn't know
e'xactly how to do it, perhaps."
"You kin bet he didn't, Wild," the scout spoke
up. "That feller was home-sick afore he ,-tarted
in, I'll bet. He didn't have no heart to do ther
work"
After think ing for a minute or two, Wild called Hop and told him to climb to the top of the
little bluff that lay opposite the camp and keep
a watch in the direction of the shanties that lay
but a short distance beyond. If you see anyone
coming ·this way, just call out, Hop," he instructed.
"Allee light, Misler Wild; me keepee vclly
goodee watchee, so be."
Then seizing a pick, Wild started to go over
the ground at the other side of the hill. Arietta
laughingly started on a run and rapidly ascended
the slope, which was covered with small stones
and loose dirt.
"I am going all the way to the top," she called
back. "Maybe from there I can look down and
see if there is anything that has the appearance
of gold dust."
"All right, Et; you go ahead and take the first
look over the premises," her dashing young lover
answered. "We'll content ourselves by making
an examination of this dry water course over
thet·e. It looks to me as though there might be
something to be found there."
Arietta was not long in reaching the top of
the hill. She was then less than fifty yards
ffom the spot where Roaring Tom and Lemm'o n
had been crawling when the two shots were
fired. The girl picked her way along at the
edge of the steep slope, looking carefully at the
shining pebbles, sand and earth that lay in irregular fashion below here. Suddenly she was
conscious of the fact that the dirt was moving
under her feet. Then something happened that
was not exactly what the girl was prepared for.
There came a crashing sound as a portion of the
-Oank parted and went shooting down toward those
below. Arietta uttered a startled cry as she felt
the earth giving away. Then down she went in.
a veritable shower of gold, for the face of the
bank seemed to be alive with particles of the
precious metal.
Though startled and not a Ii~tle fright~ned,. as
well, Arietta m anaged to retam somethmg like
an upright position, and down she went, landing
at the feet of Wild, who, realiizng that she was
in peril, had started forward to save her. He
caught her before she reached the foot of the
steep hill, and then he gave an exultant shout.
Seizing her about tne waist, he dragged her
aside, and then pointing to the still moving mass,
he exclaimed :
"There you are, little girl. You have found the
_gold. It came down in a regular shower. Just
~ok at it!"
"Whoopee, whoopee! Wow, wow!" yelled Cheyenne Charlie, swingin his hat. "If that ain't a
shower of gold I never seen one. Who would
have thought that there was so much of it hidden
in this here bank! Great gimlets! I wonder what
ther tenderfoot would think if he was ter see it
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now. I'll bet there's ten thousa,pd dollars' worth
of pay dirt right afore our eyes."
" Take it easy, Charlie," retorted Young Wild
West, in his cool and easy way. "I hardly think
there is a s much as all that before our eyes. But
I reckon this is about the cheapest claim that was
ever bought in these parts, just the same."
The loosened earth kept breaking away at intervals ·at the top of the high bank, and a s it
came slipping down the shining pebbles of gold
could continually be seen. T11ere was no mistaidng
that it was gold, even though it was in thin particles that were extremely flaky. So used to that
sort of thing were Young Wild West and his
friends that they could hardly make a mistake
in estimating the value of such dirt as had been
u11earthed by Arietta's slip. She stated that in
walking at the top of the bank a small stone had
overturned with her and cau sed her to slip, and
then it was that she felt the earth giving way.
"Well, it is all right, Et," the young deadshot
said, a s he patted her on the shoulder, and looked
at her fondly. "But I am very glad that you were
not injured."
"Only a little scratch on my left elbow," cleclared the girl, as she showed where her sleeve
had been torn in the quick descent.
Already Jim Dart was filling a pan with the
dirt, which he scooped up with both hands.
"That's right, Jim," nodded the young deadshot approvingly. "Just wash that out and sample it. There's no particular hurry about it, and
you can bet that we are not going to lose our
heads over the important discovery that was
caused by Arietta's lucky slip.
However, the girl herself was eager to take a
hand in gathering some of the precious metal that
had come down in a veritable shower. She soon
possessed herself of one of the pans for that purpose, and it was not long before she had as much
of the pay dirt in it as she could conveniently
carry to the brook. Anna and Eloise watched her
as she carefully washed the shining particles from
the pebbles and sand, and when she at length held
up a double handful qf the dust, which really
weighed nearly as much as the whole panful had,
their joy and satisfaction was unbounded.
"Who would have thought it?" exclaimed the
scout's wife.
"It is what I call wonderful," Eloise declared.
"Well, something wonderful is always happening with us, it seems," Arietta answered, her eyes
sparkling like diamonds and her cheeks flushed
with the excitement caused from the peculiar adventure she had met with.
It was just then that Hop called out to them
from the point where he had been stationed.
"Um stage coachee allee samee gittee !eddy to
leave," he said in his piping voice.
"Is that so?" Wild asked as he raised his head.
"Well, Havens is going away, then. Et, suppose
I run over with a little of this gold dust and make
him a present of it before he goes."
"Certainly, Wild," the girl answered.
"I need not tell him that we have found a very
great q-qantity of it, but I will just say we struck
a little of it here, and want him to take some of it
home with him."
The boy quickly found a buckskin bag, and put•
tin. about five pounds of the gold dust, which was
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very near to the pure stuff itself in it, he hastened
from the camp. He got there just as the stage
coach was stal'ting, but as he held up his hand the
driver waited. Havens was inside, and when he
heard his name called he instantly · popped his
head out of the door.
·
"Excuse me, Young "Wild West," he said, his
face reddening. "I was so anxious to get away
that I really forgot to Did you good-by. I do so
HOW, and hope that you and your friends have the
Lest of good luck."
"Thank you, Havens," the young deadshot retorted. "Here is something I want you to take
with you."
As the man received the weighty bag his eyes
opened in wonder.
"ls it-is it gold?" he asked.
"That's just what it is, Havens. We found
a little over there just now by the merest accident, and I thought, since I heard that the stage
coach v,ias about to leave, that I would Jet you
have some to take home with you."
"I thank you very much," and the tendel'foot
bowed his acknowledgments.
Then the stage coach rattled off, while the tenderfoot waved his hand until it was out of sight
around a bend a short distance along the trail.
Wild waited a few minutes, and then crossed the
dusty street to the other side, where Barney's saloon was located. He looked in the doorway, and
when he saw Roaring Tom and Bill ~emmon
standing at the bar, he decided to go inside.
"Good-morning," he said, smiling at them,
though in a rather sarcastic way. "Did anything
happen to your hats this rooming?"
The men looked at each other uneasily, but
made no reply.
"Come over again and have a look at us," the
young deadshot went on, the smile never leaving
his face. "Maybe we will take a shot at your
hearts instead of your hats, if you do."
Still there was no reply, while the man in
charge of the saloon looked at them all in a wondering way. But Wild was satisfied to let it go
at that, so he went on out and quickly Teturned
to the claim. All hands had been at work during
his absence, and the gold dust was accumulating
in quite a pile in one of the pans. Charlie hiid
gone to the top of the bank, and he reported that
it was merely a placer that had been dislodged
when Arietta slipped, and that they need not
expect to find much gold, other than that which
was near the surface.
"Yvell, that's all right," Wild answered. "The
chances are that the mother lode is somewhere
ba ck under that bank. We will take out what we
can get without much trouble, and then I reckon
we will be able to get a pretty good price for the
claim. We haven't time to devote to mining, since
a deep cut would have to be made, and there is
no telling just how far we might have to go before we struck a,,vein. Then ·again it might be
that there is no vein, and that this was simply
;vhat came from one that has long since been
washed away and strewn all over the side the
camp now rests upon."
They all worked quite hard until ii.oon, and
then it was estimated by our hero that they must
have taken out at least two •thousand dollars'
worth of dust. The!·~ was easily that much more

to be obtained yet, though it would not be gathered so quickly.
"Well," said the young deadshot, as they were
ready to eat the noonday meal, "I reckon it was
a pretty good investment I made, anyhow."
"It was a mighty lucky slip that Arietta made/"
.;poke up the scout, grinning broadly. "She
.;lipped, an' then down came your shower of gold,
Wild."
CHAPTER IX.-Roaring Tom Tries Different
Tactics.
Roaring Tom and Bill Lemmon did not attempt
to go to their work at all that morning, though
the others belonging to the Terror's gang did.
None of them knew '!'7hat had happened to the
two until noon arrived, and then they met them
in Barney's saloon. The chances are that they
would not have heard about it even then if •one
of them had not asked Roarin Tom if he had
decided just how he was going to fix Young Wild
West. Lemmon then let out a word or two that
caused several questions to be asked, and the result was that the Terror related their experiences of the early morning. The gang had gathered at a big table in a corner of the big barroom of the shanty, and they talked in low tones.
"I s'pose yer feel worse than ever ag'in Young
Wild West, Tom," one of the rascals observed,
after a short silence.
"No, I don't know as I feel any worse towards
him," was the reply. "I couldn't if I tried ter.
Last night I made up my mind that there wasn't
1·oom for me an' him to live on this here earth
an' I reckon that's about as bad as a feller ki~
feel towards another, ain't it?"
"Well, maybe it is, Tom," the questioner admitted. "But it seems ter me that after havin' gone
through what you have since that time, you
would feel a little worse ag'in him."
"Well, I'll tell yer jest how I do feel boys"
and the villain shot a glance at the cro~vd th~t
had now gathered in the place and were harboring near the little bar. "I feel as though I'd bet,.-:,
ter let Young Wild West alone, as far as killin'
is concerned, anyhow. I've sorter come to ther
opinion-an' I reckon my opinion is worth considerable--that ther next time he ketches me
sneakin' around I'll git my billet. Yer know what
that means, of course. Well, now, since I don't
want ter die right away, I sorter think that ther
best way to fix up matters is ter try an' be
friends with Young Wild West an' his pards. I've
been thinkin' over this putty nigh all ther mornin', an' I've about settled now that I'll pu1;sue that
course."
.
"I reckon it will be 'try ari' be friends,'" Lem~
mon spoke up, shaking his head, "but that's all it
will be. You don't s'pose that ther boy is fool
enough ter think that you would mean it, do yer,
Tom?"
"I ain't s'posin' nothin'," was the sharp retort.
",Billy, I rec~on when I wan~ your opinion again,
I II ask for 1t. You come mighty near bein' ther
means of gettin' both of us shot this mornin'.
That's enough out of you, I think."
"All right, Tom. I won't say nothin' more,"
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was the humble retort, and Bill promptly settled
back in his chair and looked at th!! ceiling.
"Ther way I think ter do this is ter begin by
makin' friends with that smart heathen Chinee,"
1·esumed the Terror, as he tapped the table with
his finger ends in a thoughtful manner. "He took
some of my good money last night, an' it's only
·natural that I feel as . though I'd like ter git it
back and some more with it, if I kin. While I
didn't have nothin' much to do this mornin', I
fixed up a pack of cards, so I feel putty sartin
•hat I kin down him-with ther help of Bill, of
oursr. Me an' Bill is always been able ter clean
out any card sharps as ever struck Pinto Flat.
But it seems that ther heaten is altogether too ·
smart for us. Anyhow, with this pack of cards
I've .fixed up I sorter think his smartness won't
amount ter much. But afore I kin do much in
this here line, I've got ter have a little more
money. You f ellers is putty well fixed, some of
yer, so if you don't mind you kin lend me a hundred apiece, or a little more, if yer kin spare it."
There was not one of the ruffians who did not
have the utmost confidence in the Terror, so in
less than five minutes he had borrowed a sum
aggregating seven hundred and fifty dollars. "You'll git this back, boys," he declared, with
a shake of his head, "even if I let ther Chinaman
win it from me. There's more comin', you know.
My claim is worth a whole lot more than this
amount. Ha, ha, ha!"
Since the Terror really did own a claim that
was worth considerable, and his companions well
knew it, none of them had the least cause to feel
doubts as to being repaid.. As if he had known
what was in the wind, Hop came walking in just
as Roaring Tom gave Lemmon three hundred dollars of the money he had borrowed. The arrival
of the clever Chinee was the signal for a goodnatured shout from the miners gathered at the
bar. Many of them were not satisfied until they
had shaken hands with him. Hop took this goodnaturedly, as he always did in such cases. He
accepted the invitation to drink, and when he had
done so, another invitation came.
A third immediately followed, and then in came
Young Wild West and his two partners. It was
now near one o'clock, and our friends had finished the noonday meal. Wild had taken a notion to walk over to the saloon and see how Roaring Tom and his gang were gettiing along. He
saw them the moment he entered the place, but
without paying any attention to them, he joined
in the conversation with several of the admiring
miners; Hop might have taken another drink of
tanglefoot if the young deadshot had not come in
just· then, but he now shook h1s head and de,
clared that he had quite enough.
"This clever Chinee . of yours ain't much of a
drinker; I reckon, Young Wild West," observed
Dan, the good-natured miner, as he gave a
chuckle. "He's had three or four horns of tanglefoot, an' now he says he's got enough. I've often
wished that I knowed when I had enough. But
that's somethin' that few men ever finds out.
After yer git too much you're apt to become
aware of it, but I've never knowed just when it
was time ter stop."
The miner laughed as though he thought it a
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very good joke, and then Hop smiled blandly
and observed:
"Me knowee when to stop, Misler Dan. Me
ve!ly smartee Chinee."
Then as he shot a glance toward the group at
the farther end of the room, he added:
"Me likee play lillee gamee dlaw pokee, so be.
But me no fmdee anybody to play."
"I reckon you kin find someone who will play
yer, Hop," spoke up Roaring Tom, in a friendly
tone of voice. "You sorter got ther best of me.
last night, but I've raked up some more money
from my little bank in ther shanty I live in, an'
blamed if I ain't willin' ter let you win that, if
you're able ter do it. Right here I want ter say
something. Everybody listen!"
"Allee light," and Hop gave a bow and held
his head sideways, so he would be sure to catch
everything that was said.
"What I want ter say is that I've come to ther conclusion that I've sorter made a fool of
myself since Young Wild West come here. I've
found out that I don't stand no show in tryin'
ter down him, an' I ain't goin' ter interfere with
him ag'in as long as I live. I reckon all what
hears me say this, especially them what knows
me putty well, will know that I mean what I say.
I ain't never been in ther habit of sayin' things
I don't mean."
"Lat velly good," declared Hop, smiling at him.
"Me likee hear you say lat. You velly nicee
Melican man, so be. Me likee you."
Of course Hop meant what he said just about
as much as the villain did when he spoke. Wild
said nothing to what the man said, for he to.ok
little or no stock in it. It was easy for him h,
guess that Roaring Tom was trying different
tactics, and that his hatred for him was as bad
as ever. As the Terror sat down, Lemmon took
it upon himself to rise.
"Boys," said he, "I want ter say that what
Tom has just said expresses my sentiments exactly. I ain't got no hard feelin' ag'in Young
Wild West, nor nobody else. If I've done anything wrong, I'm sorry for it."
Then he flopped down into his chair so quickly
that it almost seemed as if someone had pushed
him. Cheyenne Charlie gave a laugh, though he
did not otherwise express his feelings just then.
Hop lingered with the crowd at the bar for a
minute or two, and then walked leisurely to>"ard
the ruffians.
"You wantee play dlaw pokee?" he a~kecl, o:rniling innocently at the leader.
"\Vhy, yes, heathen, I sorter feel as thou;th I
oughter git a little satisfaction for what you
done to us last night."
"Allee light, me play lillee while. Me l1kee
play dlaw pokee."
"I don't doubt that in thei- least, Hop," l.'nd
.the face of the Terror fairly beamed.
As if it were all arranged, all the villains but
the leader and Lemmon arose from the table,
moving back their chairs so they could sit and
watch the game. Hop sat clown and looked very
pleasant, indeed. 'fhen Roaring Tom produced
the pack of cards he had "fixed up."
"I ain't superstitious, Hop," he said, shaking
his head, as he looked at the Chinaman. "But
I soi-ter thing that one pack of ca1·ds is S'lOJ1;-
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times more lucky than another. I've got a pack
here that ain't been used much, an' everytirne
I've played with 'em I've been mighty lucky. I
don't s'pose you have got any objections ter us
usin' these here cards."
"Allee light," was the rejoinder. "Me no care
whatee cards me play with."
Then he picked up the pack and looked them
over causually. Evidently he was quite satisfied that the cards were all right, for he laid
them down and gave a nod of approval. But
Hop was altogether too clever not to suspect
that something was wrong with the cards. While
he was not able to observe that any of them
were marked in the short look he took at them,
he felt absolutely certain that Roaring Torn had
"fixed them." However, this made no difference
at all to the clever Chinee. He looked intently
at the backs of the cards for a moment, and then
he became satisfied that he had a pack in his
pocket that was exactly the same. There was
nothing strange that he should have a pack like
the one on the table, since he usually carried
a dozen or more packs with him. Every time
he came to a store where playing cards were
sold he made a purchase, so he would- always
be supplied.
While Bill Lemmon was shuffling the cards,
Hop slyly drew another pack from his pocket.
A glance at the back of the top card showed
him that it was not the one he wanted, so he
got another. This one was all right, so · he
placed it where he could get it at a moment's
notice. Lemmon was clever enough to arrange
the cards so he would be pretty sure of winning
the deal. When the cut was made, he ,got an
ace, and as neither Hop nor Roaring Torn cut
as high as that, he picked up the cards and
proceeded to give them the shuffle before allowmg the Chinaman to cut them. Roaring Torn
put five dollars up for the ante, and when Hop
had cut the pack in an off-handed way, Lemmon
proceeded with the deal. Hop picked up his
cards, one at a time, and appeared to be looking
at them carefully, though he really was watching
the two men he was pitted against. He saw them
exchange glancei., and then he knew that there
was something up , but just what it was he was
yet to learn.
The majority of the miners had now left Lne
saloon, so they would be at their claim;; to be,gm
work at one o'clock, for it seemed th11t even those
who were working for themselves liked to start
in promptly at one. But there was enough left
to _form a good-sized crowd about the table.
Wild, Charlie and Jim had lined themselves up
so they might watch the game for a while, they
all feeling quite certain that Roaring Tom h~d
put up a job to get the best of Hop. But none
of them had the least idea thR:; he would succeed, for they knew the Chinawan too well to
make them have any other op1nion. Hop found
himself the possessor of three sevens and a
pair of nines. This was a pretty good hand, of
course, but since he knew he was 1!eal.ing _with
men who were bent upon fleecing him, he did not
take much stock in the hand. He no.iced that
the Terror drew four cards. But that si,1;nified
nothin,g just then. He decided to stand pat, L O
he did so, and when he saw Lemmon drew but
tw~ cards he kept a sharp watch on t.he two

players. He made the ante, of course, and there
was fifteen dollars upon the board when the first
bet was made by Roaring Tom. He only bet
five dollars, which Hop thought was a bait to
draw him on. But he simply raised it another
five, and when Lemmon dropped out he smiled :-in his bland way, and observed:
"You no gettee velly goodee hand, so be. Allee
light. Me play with Misler Loaring Tom."
"Well, I reckon you ain't goin' ter git much
out of me this trip, heathen," the Terror answered, with a grin. "I'll jest call yer. What
have yer got?" and he slipped up the necessary
amount.
"Me gottee allee samee fullee h:md."
"That ain't no good. I've got four deuces."
Then he laid down his hand and showed that
he really had, and that the fifth card w:...; i.n
ace.
"Lat allee light," said Hop, cheerfully. "Me
velly smartee Chinee. Me no losee plenty money,
so be."
It was with considerable satisfaction that the
Terror pulled in the pot he had won. It was his
deal next, and as he shuffled the cards it was
easy for the Chinaman to see that he was "putting them up." But he said not a word as he
saw the man take certain cards here and there
and place them at the top of the pack. When
he finished shuffling them Lemmon cut them just
whe1·e the villain wanted him to, since he was
quite familiar with his partner's way of dealing.
Hop received a pair of kings this time, and as
he had placed five dollars on the borad as the
ante, he was hound to go in on the draw, anyhow. He drew three cards, which was just what
the dealer expected he would do. Lemmon took
four, and when he looked at them he gave an
exclamation of disgust and threw down his hand.
Roaring Tom looked thoughtfully at his cards
for a moment, and then said he guessed he would
take one card. He took it from the top of the
pack in the usual way, and Cheyenne Charlie
who was watching over his shoulder, saw that
he held four aces.
Meanwhile Hop had found himself the possessor of four kin.gs, after making the draw. -;
It was his bet, so he pushed t.en dollars to the
center of the table and smiled at his opponent.
"Twenty more, Hop," said the Terror.
"Allee light, me callee you."
The face of the villain fell, for he surely
thought that Hop would go a great deal more on
the hand he held, since he knew exactly what
he had. But he showed his four aces and took
the money. It was now Hop's turn to deal. He
gathered up the cards quickly and chan~ed them
for his own deck. Giving them a slight shuffle
he pushed the cards to Roaring Tom to cut, and
1vhen this had been done he proceeded to deal.
He gave three queens to Lemmon, and three
kings to the Terror, and four aces to himself.
"How many you wantee?" he asked, nodding
to the villian on his left, as he sat ready for the
draw.
The antee this time was five dollars, the same
as before, so there ·was not very much at stake.
"I reckon I'll take two," Lemmon answered,
so Hop gave them to him.
One of the cards was a queen, which made him
have a very good hand, indeed. Roaring Tom
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also called for two and he got another king.
Then Hop pondered for a moment over his hand,
and decided to take one card. Of course there
was no necessity of his taking any, but he simply
id this to try·and make it appear that he was
~rying to get a flush or a full hand. Then it
was that Roaring Tom became rather puzzled.
He had marked the cards, so he might be able
to tell what a player held in his hands by simply
looking at the backs of them. But as he looked
at tl1e Chinaman's hand he failed to see any
mark by which he could identify the cards. He
looked at Lemmon in a questioning way, but
that worthy failed to give him any satisfaction.
However, after thinking it over he decided to
risk his money on the four kiP,gs he had.
Lemmon, not having a cue from his pard, decided to go all he was worth on the four queens,
though no doubt both had their misgivings. The
result was that the betting got going nicely.
Every time it came to Hop he raised it, and it
went on until the funds of his companions were
about exhausted. Finally Lemmon made the
call.
"Whattee mattee?" asked Hop. "You no gottee
velly goodee handee ?"
"Never mind what I've ,got, heathen. I want
till' know what you have got," was the reply.
"Oh, me gottee four lillee aces."
Then the clever Chinaman threw down his
hand so all might see it, and quickly gathered
in the pile of money.
"Beat again, by ginger!" exclaimed Roaring
Tom, as he arose from the table. "I won't never
play poker with a heathen again, as long as I
live."
A roar of laughter went up from those standin"' about, but the villain seemed to take it goodnirturedly, and walking to the bar, he threw
down what money he had left and exclaimed:
"Barney, give everybody a drink on me. I
reckon I'm goin' ter show that I'm as white as
they make 'em. I might have_ had a bad name
in ther past, but since Young Wild West has
come here I've changed. Everybody step up an'
drink on me."
CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
Young Wild West had been studying the manner of the Terror of Pinto Flat during the
brief poker game, and he now decided to make
it known that they had struck it rich on Claim
No. 43. He took a cigar when Roaring Tom
treated, as did both Charlie and Jim. Then nodding to Barney, he said:
·
"Now then, let's all have something on me. I
am going to treat on the strength of what happened to us this morning. By an accident we
started a shower of gold running down the bank
over at the claim we bought of Havens, and I
reckon we are going to take enough out of it
to make it pay us. Here's a sample of the dust."
He quickly put his hand in his pocket and
brought out a handful of the glittering particles
of gold.
"Wow!" exclaimed one of the miners. "That's
sartinly ther real stuff, by jingo! I congratulate yer, Young Wild West. I always did think
that ther tenderfoot wasn't tryin' ter work that
claim. Why, ther claim next ter it has panned

out handsomely for nigh on ter six months, an'
he never took out enough to hardly pay his expenses."
"I'm going to work the claim for a few days
and get out all I think there is close to the
s~rface," went on our hero, after a few questions had been asked. "Then I will sell out.
Is there anyone here who wants to buy?"
"How much will yer take for ther claim jest
as she is?" one of them asked.
"I am not going to sell now, so there is no use
of giving a figure. Wait until we get throug:1
with it, and then we are going to make a sale."
The boy was watching the face of RoarinR"
Tom closely while he talked, and he could se~
tl_iat the villain was excharging glances with
different members of his villainous crowd.
Finally Jim looked at him and said :
"Well, are we going back to do any more
work to-day, Wild?"
"Not this afternoon," was the reply. "I reckon
we may as well stay right here and let Hop
perform some of his tricks. The sun is a little
hot, anyhow, and we will have plenty of time
to-morrow and the next day to finish up what
we want to do on the claim."
When the Terror heard this he shot a knowing
glance at his companions and said:
"Well, boys, since I'm about busted, I reckon
I'll go over an' start in ter work. It may be
that I'll git out enough dust ter tackle ther
Chinaman again to-night, though I said a little
while ago that I never would play poker with
a heathen again. But a feller's apt to change
his mind, yer know."
So saying, he started for the door, and as he
went out, he said:
"Well, I wish yer luck, Young Wild West. I
want yer to understand that I drm't bear yer
no grude for what's happened between us."
"All right;'' was the reply. "Let ,t go at that."
By this time there was only two or three
miners left in the place, and Wild waited until
they had gone out, and then he led the way to
the rear door of the shanty.
"I reckon I know what you're up to," said
Barney, the proprietor, a smile rm his face. "You
think that Roaring Tom an' his gang is ROin'
ter try an' git hold of that gold you found on
Claim No. 43, don't you?"
"Well, since you have asked the quest;on. I
will tell you that I do think that way," our hero
answered, bluntly.
"So do I," declared the saloon-keeper. "I know
them fellern better than you do."
"Well you m\ght have known them considerably longer than I have, but I h:>rdly thi11k you
understand them any better. But if they do i:z;o
to our camp with the intention of robbing it,
thev will make the mistake of their lives."
"Well, if yer riddle ther whole gang with
bullets, T 1·eckon Pinto Flat won't be non~ t1,er
worse off."
Our thre<' friends now left the shanty, Hop
remaining to keep the company of the prcprietor.
They went by a roundabout way, taking care
not to show themselves to anyone who might be
watching from the direction taken by the Terror
and his crowd. As they neared the can1 p they
approached it as cautiously as though they were
bent upon sur·prising those there. In this way
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they managed to reach it and attract the- attention of the girls, who were sitting in the shade of
some rocks near the tent. When Wild attracted
their attention he mentioned for them not to pay
any heed. Wild and his partners crept up and
crouched behind some rocks within some thirty
feet of the girls.
"What is the matter, Wild?" asked Arietta, in
low tone of voice, without turning her head.
"Well we have an idea that Roaring Tom and
his gang are going to pay the camp a visit very
shortly," was the reply. "If such a thing happens, you just make out that you ~re badly
frightened. I reckon we'll do the rest ..
"All right, Wild; I understand," his sweetheart replied.
Two minutes later four men having the lower
part of their faces covered by handkerchiefs,
suddenly appPared behind the rock and ran to·ward the girls. Each of them had a revolver
in his J:,and, and one of them, who was no other
than Roarirg Tom, exclaimed, in a hoarse tone
of voice:
"Don't say a word, gals, or we'll shoot yer
dead. We've come here after ther 2'.0ld dust
Young 'Vild West struck this mornin'. If yer
keep sti:l an' do jest as we say, we won't hurt
yer but jest as sure as yer let out a yell we'll
km' ycr, jest as though you wasn't gals at all."
Being prepared for ~t, the girls uttered muffled
screams and acted as though they were terrorstricken.
"Shet up!" commander the terror, and they
promptly became silent.
"Now then, gal," said the villains. directing
his attention to Anna, probably because she was
the oldest of the three, "where's that gold dust
that come down in a shower this mornin'? \Ve
want it."
At thi;; juncture the rest of the villains came
up. They had been_ waiting ~ehind the ro~ks,
but seeillg that their compamons were havmg
things so easy, they thought they would come
and take a hand, no doubt.
·
"Come," continued Roaring Tom, looking fiercely at the scout's wife, "where is that gold dust?"
"It's in there," she exclaimed, as though by a
great effort, and pointed to the tent that Wild
and the other male members cf the party occupied as sleeping quarters.
Instantly ther e was a rush for the tent. Tl"ien
it was that Wild and his partners arose and
came running to the spot.
"SurrE;nder, you scoundrels!" the young deadshot called out, in a commanding tone of voice.
"The first man who attempts to fire a shot or
run away will drop dead in his tracks."
Taken completely by surprise, the villains turned and looked at him and remained standing ri,ght
where they had stopped. The sharp command
from Young Wild West had aroused Wing, and
as he arose and saw the villainous men standing
so near him, he uttered a cry of alarm and
started to flee from the spot.
"Hold on there, Wing," called out Arietta,
laughingly. "Don't be afraid. Everything is all
right. You just come back here and relieve
these men of their weapons."
Not only . did Wild and I:is partners have t~e
villains covered, but the girls had drawn their
revolvers also, and the seven men certainly were

in danger of being shot, should they make the
least effort to escape. Wing had quickly recovered, and his face now wore a confident smile.
He then did exactly as Arietta had told him.
He passed on from one to the other until he had
a11 the weapons lyio,g in a heap.
r"Lat velly goodee, by blather," said a voice
from behind a rock, and then out stepped Hop,
smiling as blandly as usual.
After hearing what Wild's suspicious were, the
Chinaman had not lingeerd long at the saloon.
He had just arrived just in time to see the finish
of Roaring Tom's attempt to steal the gold dust.
"Vel)y niece day," said the clever Chinee, as
he bowed mockingly to the prisoners. "Me havee
tie you hands, so be."
"That's right, Hop," Wild answered, quickly.
"Go ahead. Get a lariat and tle them all together in a string. ,ve'll march them over to
Barney's place, and then send word for the
miners to come and have a look at them."
Hop knew e<uite well how to make knots that
could not be loosened very handily, and he was
not long in tying the seven men in a string. This
done, Wild nodded to the leader of the villains
and said:
"Now then, just march over to Barney's place.
See to it that you all keep step, too. If you
don't I will take a notion to shoot at your heels."
Some of the villains now began to beg for
mercy, but the young deadshot only shook his
head.
"Don't let 'em hang u s, Young Wiljl- West,"
Lemmon, who seemed to be whiter than the rest,
pleaded.
"Well, I'll see that you don't get hanged. But I
reckon you will have to light out of this camp
pretty quick." Lemmon looked relieved.
The villains- were led to the saloon, and then
Hop and Wing were sent out to notify the miners
of wl-\at had happened. In less than half an
hour the entire population had gathered. Tlwn
Young Wild West took his nosition on a barrel
and delivered a ~hort address - to them. He
1·ecommerded th::1.t the villains should be driven
out of Pinto Flat, and though the majority
were for making short work o-f them, it was at .-last decided that the boy should have his way.
Satisfied that they would not attempt to do anything further against him, Roaring Tom and
his friends were released and told that they had
two hours in which to make their prepara tions
to leave the camp. The result was that those
who possessed claims sold them cheaply to willing buyers, and before the time elapsed there
was not one of them to be seen in the camp.
Our friends remained at Pinto Flat for thr ee
days after that, and then they sold Claim No.
43 to Dan, the good-natured miner, for a nominal
sum. When they went away they not only took
the good wishes of the entire population of the
mining camp with them, but nearly ten thousand
dollars' worth of gold dust. And it all came
through Arietta's lucky slip, for it was then
that Young Wild West's shower of gold came ,
down the steep bank.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AS A SCOUT; or, SAYING THE EMI-GRANT TRAIN/'
.
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CURRENT NEWS
CARLSBAD'S BOILING SPRINGS
Carlsbad, Czecho-Slovakia, the famou s h ealth
resort, is built on a crust, underneath which is a
subterr anean lake of boiling water,- and all the hot
sulphur springs ha e to be ceaselessly watched
and the pressure kept down lest the town be destroyed.

without any trouble of any character and with..,
out a tir e change.
Accompanying Mr. Beatty was his family, the
car carrying five p assengers and 200 pounds of
luggage. The route lay over a hilly country and
w as made during the recent hot spell, driving being done both day and night.
Mr . Beatty was very enthuiastic over the performance of the car all throughout the entire trip
stating that it was t he most economical and most
enjoyable vacation trip that he had ever had.

RECORD SILVER DEPOSIT IN ALASKA
Congressional Delegate Dan Sutherland, who
has just arrived at Anchorage, Alaska, reports a
seventy-two foot ledge o-J: silver lead ore has been
CYCLED 13,000 MILES
discovered at Copper Mountain, near Mount Mc- ·
Clarence A. Ruggies of Atlanta, Ga., had made
Kinley. It is said to carry values up to $400 a
ton and to be one of the greatest lode deposits a motorcycle trip of 13,000 miles when he pulled
into San Francisco the other day. He left Atin the hi story of Alaska.
A group of twenty-three claims was bonded bv lanta early in June, traveUed through twentythe discoverers, A. M. Grant and Frank Giles, to two States, carried his blankets, change of clothing and camping outfit, rarely spent a night under
J. J. Price and Tom Aitken.
a roof on the whole trip, and 1 cent a mile covered his entire expen se.
TAKES 1,100-MILE TRIP; 20 MTLES. TO
Ruggles, who is t wenty-five years of age, took
GALLON
the trip entirely for pleasure, and was untramAveraging twenty miles to the gallon of gaso• melled in the choice of highways, for he followed
line and consuming only three quarts of oil, H. H. fifteen in all. They led him through Chicago, St.
Beatty of Toledo, recently completed a 1,100-mile Louis, Kansa s City, Denver, Salt Lake, Seattle
vacation trip through Ohio, Indiana and Illinois and thence down the coast.

MONEY GIVEN AWAY
A CASH PRIZE CONTEST BEGINS IN

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE" No. 120, OUT TODAY
Get a Copy and Read the Conditions -

It Is Very Simple

Cli'p as many coupons as you can from "Mystery Magazine" and
send them to us when the contest closes. To the four persons who
send in most coupons we are going to pay prizes in real money. In
the event of ties for any prize offered the full amount of the prize
tied for will be a~,rarded to each tying contestant.
Here are the prizes:
$25.00 for the largest number of coupons
15.00 for the second largest number of coupons
10.00 for the third largest number of coupons
5.00 for the fourth largest number of coupons
Get busy! Gather the coupons. Tell your friends about it.
Get extra copies of the magazine and cut them out. Get busy!
"Mystery Magazine" is on sale at all newsstands-1 o cents a copy.
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc., 166 W. 23d Street, New York
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

THE LUCK OF A WORIUNG LAD'
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XVIII (Continued).
The money had disappeared now and the three
men were discussing the proposed hold-up. All
thanked Charlie for the courageous part he had
played, and Mr. Stuysevant questioning him about
himself, Charlie told him frankly what his intention had been.
"Why, I dare say some of 'my frie11ds can use
you, Charlie," he said, "but I can't think of any
one just now. You can give me your address--"
"Hold on!" broke in ,!',fr. William, "have you
g,t good refeTences?"
•
"Yes, sir; rjght here," replied Charlie, producing the letters of Mr. Hurley and Mr. Pendleton.
Mr. William carefully read them.
"These aTe all right," he said. "Now look here.
I'm starting with a few friends on a long tour tomonow or next day. \Ve may even go as far as
the Pacific coast. That man Henderson is my
chauffeur, but he ljimply. can't go on account of
the illness of his wife. I see no reason why you
should not take his place if you are willing. If
we find we can't pull together I will pay your w.ay
back home. \Vhat do you say?"
"Why, I should JiJ;e nothing better, sir!" cried
Charlie, wild with the idea of seeing more of the
United States.
"Then there's your chance," said Mr. Stuysevant. "Rut I must be going."
They began to talk stocks then and Mr. William pulled right out, taking Charlie with him.
"Where are you staying?" be asked.
"Nowhere, sir. I just struck New York tonight and as I have lost my suit case I suppose---"
"You left it in that crooked garage?"
"Yes, sir."
• "Anything particularly valuable in it?"
"No, sir. Just a few things."
"Then I'd cut it out. You are liable to get into
trouble if you go there. I'll see that your loss is
made good."
He led the way to a handsome garage, where
Charlie was introduced to Henderson in due form,
and the man was told to take care of him that
night, which he was in shape to do, having a
whole floor fitted up over the garage.
..You're a lucky boy," said the chauffeur, after
Mr. William left them. "I want to go with the
young boss :the worst way, but it's impossible."
"What's his name?" asked Charlie.
"What?
Don't you 1know?" cried Hendel'Son.
"Why, he's young Mr. Stringfellow. His father
is worth millions. A nice man to work for? Well,
I should .say he was! He and his friend -Percy

Standish are taking this tour together. But come
upstairs and I'll show you where you are to
sleep."
"How many cars do you keep here?" asked
Charlie, looking at the line which extended baclr'
into the dimly lighted garage.
"Why, there are eight when they are all in,"
replied Henderson, "but some of them are at Tuxedo now. There are four chauffeurs. I'm the
head of the bunch. I want you to understand you
are a lucky boy to catch on here as easily as you
did."
And Charlie thought so, too, as he lay there in
that strange bed, reflecting how one thing had led
to another, for if he had not run across Smithers
on the road that first day he set out to seek his
fortune the chances were that he never would
have come up against young Mr. Stringfellow at
all.
But here he was and it was written that Charlie should start on his travels.
Next day h€ had to report at the police station
at Tarrytown and tell his story.
Here he learned that Faxon was not badly
wounded and would certainly recover. Later he
knew that all three men received long sentences.
Presumably tlrny all went to Sing Sing. It was
the last Charlie ever heard of them.
The rest of the day was spent preparing for
the journey, for Mr. William found that it would
be impossible to start until the day following.
Charlie drove him to New York in a long, low
car of a pattern he had never seen before, and the
young man among other purchases fitted his new
chauffeur out in such shape and at such an expense as almost to take away the boy's breath.
He seemed to think nothing whatever of money,
this same Mr. William.
He told Charlie that there were to be six automobiles, but that no ladies were fo accompany
the party.
Young Percy Standish turned up that night.
Like Mr. William, he was about twenty-five, and .
Charlie took to h-im immediately.
The touring car which they were to use .was an
electric of the latest pattern. There were some r-points about it which were 'new to Charlie, but he ,
made a careful study of them under Henderson's
instruction, and when he went to bed that night
he felt sure he should have no trouble.
Next morning at nine they started for Buffalo,
joining the other members of the · "Touring
Club," as these young men called themselves, at
Tuxedo ·Park, where they remained over night and
attended a ball at the club house.
Charlie, who got a peep at it from the servants' end, was amazed at the beauty of the ladies
and the display of diamonds and other gems.
Now, indeed, he was beginning to see life, it
seemed to him, but it rather disgusted him when
he was called by Standish, who was himself considerably the worse for wear, to help put Mr.
William to bed. Both had indulged too freely in
champagne, and when Mr. William shied cne of
his shoes at hi's chauffeur, narrowly missing his
head, Charlie began to wonder what was coming
to him before they reached the coast.
Next day the Touring Club made their start
from Tuxedo gate and many a pretty girl waved
them farewell.
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
ALLIGATOR IN COAL PILE
A roaming alligator gave Frank Childs, Negro

porter at a barber shop, Waukega, Ill., an opportunity to reflect on his past life, recently. In the
seiri-darkness of the basement Childs saw a
make-like head and body rise up from the coal
pile. He rubbed his hand across his bulging eyes.
"Lordy, Lordy!" he cried, "spare me dis time
and ah'Jl nevah touch a drop ob moonshine ag'in."
' Childs, a former pugilist, who is credited with
having knocked down Jack Johnson, former
iteavyweight champion, and b ttled other noted
pugs, finally ti·aced the outlines of the creature
and his fears subsided. The presence of the alligator is a mystery.

------

RAT GNAWS PIPE
City Hall plumbers, Denver, Col., have learned
a thing or two about poisoned rats.
In their search for a leak that was causing a
all flood in the basement the plumbers discovered a hole six inches long in a two-inch lead pipe
in a closet on the main floor. By the side of the
pipe lay a poisoned rat. The pipe had been
gnawed through by the rat in its frantic endeavor
to obtain water after feeding on rat poison.
Those who know informed the plumbers that
the first thing a rat does after taking poison is
to look around for water. The wallop of the
story is the assumption that the rat heard the
water trickling through the pipe and gnawed
th rough the lead to get it.

WALKS FIFTH AVENUE ON TOES FOR
YANKS BET
Part of the police force of the city got kissed
in the performance of its duty recently. That
was because a chorus girl was concerned. She
was Miss Nellie Breen of "The Passing Show of
1922," who bravely clenched her teeth, powdered
her nose and went through the payment of her
ager on the Yankees, by walking on her toes
for a block along Fifth avenue, in front of the
Public Library. All reading was suspended in the
library while she teetered along in Winter W~rden attire, but the lions on the front porch maintained their bored air.
Policeman John Menkin of Traffic A surged
through the crowd, whispered something to Miss
Breen, which was interpreted to be an injunction
to go home and get more wa1·mly wrapped up.
But before going Miss Breen threw her arms
around Menkin and kissed him for those sweet
words while several cameramen strained their
'wrists trying to immortalize it in celluloid.
INDIANS IN A RACE WITH DUCKS FOR
RICE
Hahnoh-min, the wild rice of the North, the In~ian's grain for winter consumption, is ripe. Word
has passed from buck to squaw or reverse that
the crop this year is not a large one. Garnaring
must proceed rapidly, for great hungry flocks of
wild ducks shortly will descend on the vast rice
fields and batter aown the rice to the last stem,
which they strip clean of kernels.

By day, and unde1· the full moon, the squaws
are searching the lagoons of the muskrat country for rice beds. Certain localities are known to
have rice beds and other localities breed the rice
over-year. Where no rice was found last yeal',
it will be found this year.
The crop is gathered to-day as it was in the
days of Hiawatha and of Minnehaha. Canoes are
piloted through miles of rice beds. The rice is
either snipped off on the stem, or pulled from the
water. Taken into the canoe, it is dislodged from
the stem by beating with a paddle. Thus a
canoe will be loaded in a day. The hulling is done
by beating the rice in its shell, and while it is yet
hot, it is treaded by moccasined feet.
Wild rice is a tall acquatic perennial grass
(Zizania aquatiea) ,o f North America and of
Asia. It has ample panicle-s, bearing pistillate
flowers above and staminates below. Its grain,
or seed, has been used by the Indians for food
since time out of memory.
Wild rice is for sale at principal grocery stores
in the North. The rice is bought at trading posts
direct from Indians or from traders who get it
from Indians. The work of gathering the rice
is so tedious that few white people attempt it.
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A Strange Customer
By D. W. STEVENS

"Believe ,me, madam, I think you put too much
belief in these letters."
The lady's only reply was a quiet shake of the
h'ead and a contemptuous smile.
Her father, Captain Fairlight, had come of a
good family, and was well off. He was J10t a bad·
sort of man, but he had two great failings-drink
and the turf. Nothing could keep him from either
one or the other. If anything could have done so,
it would have been his little daughter Effie-the
lady I have mentioned; but she had not the power,
poor child-she was too young. She was scarcely
fifteen when he died.
One morning the captain started for the Derby.
He was then worth at least· ten thousand pounds.
On his retprn home he was very much the worse
for liquor, to say the least of it, and was a
beggar.
For a few days he was hurrying from place to
place trying to raise money.
•
Then came a very ugly affair. Two forged bills
were presented and paid at a bank. The supposed
acceptors repudiated them. The drawer was
Captain Fairlight, but he repudiated them. I was
put onto the work, and I managed to prove the
captain's innocence. The plant had evidently
·been made by some of the betting men, who,
knowing all the parties, had been able to work
the thing thoroughly. The man suspected was
Tom In,gledew. Why he wl;!_s suspected more than
some others I can mention I cannot make out,
unless it was that he suddenly disappeared.
Captain Fairlight was almost de' rious with delight, drank deeply, returned home·and fell dead.,
But the girl Effie Fairlight, his daughterwhat was to become of her?
She did not Jet the grass grow under her feet,
but off she went to Madame Barne!, who had one
of the finest millinery establishments in the West
End, and where her father had spent many
pounds for herself and mother. She saw madame,
and after telling her all, asked for an engagement as a needle,voman. She was taken on, and
proved herself so clever with the needle that soon
she became a kind of forewoman-much to the
horror of her proud relations-and later on manageress.
Madame Barne! died. A year afterward Effie
married old Monsieur Barnel-a man four times
her age. He died, and she became the absolute
mistress of one of the ·most lucrative businesses
of the West End.
Such was the lady it was my business to call
upon, and who had placed in my hands ·some
anonymous letters of a very unpleas;mt nature .
. "Tell me, madam," said I, "-the story of your
second marriage"-for she had been caught by a
wily American.
"There is nothing much to tell," she said,
shrugging her shouders. "Mr. Lytton had letters
of introduction to me from America, and, strangely enough, as they were purely business letters,
called with them at my private house in - street, instead of my business place.

" 'I beg your pardon,' he said, 'but my excUS!l
must be that I am in a hurry. I have to start
for Manchester to-night on a large cotton transaction.'
"Of course I excused him. The order was/ '
good one, and I accepted it gladly. It was executed, and the cash paid at once. More orders
came through the same source, and all payments
were regularly met. This ~,iturally threw me a
great deal in the way of Mx. Lytton. I-well I
suppose I loved him. I was lonely, and when
proposed I married him.''
"Now, my dear madam," I said quietly, "1
know when you married you had every penny of
your money fixed down upon yourself. I knov,
- that you are a th01·ough woman of business and
I speak to you now in that capacity. Do you think
your husband had anything to do with that forged
bill?"
"No, no-I do not; but I think some of his people have. I don't know his relations or connections. Remember that he came from America, a
stranger to me. I don't know why-I was all
alone, and I married the man. I suppose I did a- .
foolish thing."
"But le~ me thorough!y understand what you
want.
Firstly, you want those forged bills
traced?"
"No, these letters. They must be seen to before anything. I will have them explained.''
"Now these letters have come all within three
months?"
"Yes."
"And, do you not suspect any one?"
She hesitated, and I saw that she did. Here
was my first clue. I was convinced of that and so
I pressed the point.
'
.
"Well, I do not know. A lady-an American
lady-has called several times at my place of business and given large orders, all of which have
been executed and duly paid for. Still I doubt
her."
' "Good. Now the name of this lady whom you
suspect of complicity with your husband?" .
"I said not complicity. I do not know even ~
he knows 11er."
"'
"Then why do you suspect her?"
"Because she is always trying to be invited to
my house, and bas several times invited me to
hers; but [ have a d1·ead of the woman. Miss
Lydia Lightfoot is her name. She WTites such
gushing letters."
"Oh, you have some letters?"
"Her excuse for desiring this 1i " dship is that
she has no friends in England.''
"Can you let me see a letter?" She drew one
from her pocket and I compar-ed it with the anonymous letter and the forged bills. Certainly
there was not a bit of resemblance in them. So
there was no clue.
"May I mutilate this lettei-?"
"Yes.''
I carefully cut off the signature, then divided
the sheet of note-paper so that the address was
gone, and then handed the fragment back to Mrs.
Lytton, telling her to drop it carelessly in some
place where . her husband could find it, and see if
he appeared to recognize the writing. If he did,
cuid demanded to know twho the writer was, she
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was to say an old school-fellow who had gone
abroad.
She left, but the next morn.ing she was in my
off.ce again. The bait had taken. He had found
th~iece of letter, and had at first seemed great-~rtled, not to say annoyed. He had asked
who the writer was, and having received the answer I had instructed to be given had carelessly
muttered something about "girls write much rot,"
tore the letter up, and threw the pieces away.
"Your ·suspicions are right. This lady is the
anonymous Jetter-writer-or, rather, the cause of
its being written. You must ask her to dine with
you to-day."
And so the ar.rangement was made, and in the
evening I found myself at Mrs. Lytton's and was
introduced to her husband, a handsome fellow,
but with an unpleasant look in his eyes. But
what struck me most was that I had seen him
somewhere before, but where I could not tell.
Presently Miss Lydia Lightfoot arrived-a
beautiful woman-dressed in the height of fashion. Mrs. Lytton at once introduced her to Mr.
Lytton, and I watched the introduction from the
-lJnserva tory.
The dinner was a quiet one, and during its
course I found an opportunity to ask Mr. Lytton if he were American born.
"I guess so," he answered. "I hail from Bos-

ton."

After dinner Miss Lightfoot strolled out into
the garden, and Lytton followed her. I shadowed
hlm at a little distance. I saw Lytton. conversing
with Miss Lightfoot.
"You are alone, George?" she said.
"Yes, you see I am. ·what do you want, Maud
Cameron?" "What I thought would have been the last thing
I should want-justice."
"Bah! Don't speak in rid<fles, but out with the
truth."
"Then let me sit down by your side and listen
patiently. You had better, and so I warn you'.
I'd drop a bullet into a man who offended me, as
freely in this country as I would at 'Frisco--al~ugh there ain't any freedom here."
"I know you, and I will listen."
"Well, when you came down to Sacramento
with Handsome Charlie Cameron, as we used to
call him, you put up at my father's hotel and did
the bounce. You made love to me, but I took to
Charlie, and we married."
"I know that. You jilted me."
"Nothing of the kind. I told you straight out
I loved Charlie. Still you kept on at the hotel
until you had spent all your money, drinking and
gambling--"
"You need not remind me of the fool that I
made of myself."
"Perhaps not. Then my husband, Charlie, told
my father and myself all your history,"
"Blame him!"
·
"Hold on the1·e ! I won't have Charlie blamed .
.:\'ell, time went on, and the hotel came to smash.
So we all went up to the mines of Nevada. You
~uld do but little work, but we all worked hard
and made a good pile, and back we came to Sacramento.
"Then Charlie found out that Captain Fairlii:ht, whose name you had forged, was dead·, and
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tha~ his daughter-then a widow-had gone into
busm~ss '.1-nd made a fortune-a big one. So
Charlie hit upon the plan that you should come
over here and pretend to be a mercantile ti-aveler.
You were to consign us goods; we would pay for
them reguli:rly for some time, and then you were
to forge bills on her, get a tremendous lot of
goods on credit and then be off."
"The greater part of the agreement I .kept."
"No, you didn't. You snapped up the widow
and stopped the speculation."
I saw the two walk away, and then I slipped
back to the house, where I knew Mrs. Lytton
awaited me.
I told her all. She was calm-terribly calm. ·
"That door," she ,said, pointing to a little side
door, _"le~ds into my bourdoir. -Stay; I'll lock it
on this side. You can lock your own door. Listen to all that passes."
The next moment she was gone and I was alone.
I heard her enter her boudoir and ring for her
maid, whom she desired to tell Miss Lightfoot
that as Mrs. Lytton did not feel well she had retired to her boudoir, where she would be glad to
see her guest.
But I had not long to think, for Miss Lightfoot came tripping up the stairs humming a tune.
"My dear Mrs. Lytton, you distress me by this
sudden illness. Is it a headache?"
"I have received a number of anonymous letters concerning my husband. Where did they
corrie from? Speak truly, and I will not -only prevent you and your husband bei"ng punished, but I
will l'eward you."
"Well, then, as the game is up, I may as well
round on Tom Ingledew. The cur would split
upon vs, I know. These letters were written by
my instructions. We believed that you would
show them to your husband and help us to intimidate him."
"And the forged bills?"
.
"Oh, he stood in with them!" and here, with the
greatest coolness, the woman related the different
plots which Tom Ingledew had planned and performed.
"Enough-enough!" said Mrs. Lytton, with evident disgust. "Here is money for you. Bah! I
hear the fellow's footsteps on the stairs. Go!
Take cal'e he does not see you. Remember, you
must leave England, never to return."
She had gone, and presently I heard Mr. Lytton, who had gone into the library, coming hastily upstairs.
"What is the meaning of this, madam? Where
are the guests gone?"
"I dismissed them."
"Am I not your husband?"
"Unfortunately, yes, but not my master,
Thomas Ingledew."
"Hold!" She crossed to the door of my room
and tapped. "Mr. Gerval, come in."
"It's all up, Tom Ingledew," I said. "I hea:r:d
all your conversation with Mrs. Cameron. You
are done for."
But Mrs. Lytton did not care to have her husband dragged into the papers; but the punishment she inflicted on the unhappy wretch was a:most worse than im'prisonment-at least I should
think so.
/
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kNTERESTING ARTICLES
A DESERT IN THE SEA
In the South Pacific, west of Patagonia, there
is a sea desert which contains so few forms of
marine life that it is claimed whales and sharks
frequently die of hunger before they find their
way out.
LARGEST BUTTON COLLECTION
Frank Peterson of Fryeburg, Me., who has followed the sea for twenty-nine years, has a collection of 50,000 buttons, no two of which are
alike either in size or shape. One was on the uniform which was worn by Lord Nelson at the
Battle of Trafalgar.

DIAMONDS OF THE WORLD ARE BEING
CORNERED
Somebody is cornering the diamond supply of
the world, according to British importers. All
over the world the best and largest diamonds i¼-,,--e
vanishing and London dealers are scouring the
Continent in the attempt to obtain stones to satisfy the demand which has suddenly sprung up
for the finest gems. But they have small success
for a mysterious shortage exists at a time of unprecedented demand.
"Diamonds will soon become the currency of
the world if money continues to depreciate at the
rate of the last f ew months," one dealer said recently. "Rich Americans are buying .all the stones
they can secure. There is an unlimited demand
for two grainers up to the six grainers from
America, and Japan is buying largely. Fine
small stones are also very scarce.
"The Germans are hanging on to their diamonds like grim death. They will not sell at any
price and regard their diamonds as the only real
security left them. The spirit obtains in other
countries."

LAUGHS
Willie-Paw, what is dollar diplomacy?
Marking an article 98 cents, my son.

Paw-

Teacher-What little boy can tell me where the
heme of the swallow is? Small Boy-Is it the
stummick?
Wife-In a battle of tongues a woman can hold
her own. Husband-M-yes, p'r'aps she can; but
she never does.

THE HOMECOMING TURTLE
"Remember, my so~, that beauty is only skin
For several years a turtle, although owing to
damage done it was removed several miles from deep," warned the Sage. "That's deep enough
Milfol'd, N. J., had been coming back to a tomato for me," replied the young man. "I'm no cannipatch in that city. Scientists became interested bal."
and it was taken several miles beyond the DelaMrs. Wyse-There are times when I wish I
ware River. After four years it was again found
were a man. Her Husband-Well, when, for in-,.
among the tomato plants.
stance? Mrs. Wyse-When I pass a milliner's
window and think how happy I could make my
GYPSY SEERESS IS JAILED
For ways that are dark the heathen Chinee has wife by giving her a new hat.
nothing on the gypsy fortune-teller, if you will
"Did youse git anything?" whispered the burgask Mrs. Fannie Sternberg, of 165 East 112th
lar on guard as his pal emerged from the winstreet.
One day last March Mrs. Diana Mort, garbed dow. "Naw, de folks wot lives here is a lawyer,"
in the costume of the normad seeress, called at replied the other in disgust. "Dat's hard luck "
'
the Sternbrg apartment. Mrs. Sternberg con- said the first! "did youse lose anything?"
sented to have her palm read.
They were newsboys and had strayed into the
"I see by this short line beneath your index
finger," said the gypsy, "that your husband is in Art Museum. At the moment they were standing before the Winged Victory of Samothrace.
love with another woman."
"Oh," said Mrs. Sternberg. "Tell me, and let "Say, Bill, what's that?" asked one of them in an
awed whisper. "Aw, I dunno," replied the other.
me at her!"
For $26 in cash and two diamond rings valued "Some saint wid his block knocked off."
at $300 the fo1·tune teller finally consented to divulge a name and address. Both, on later investiThe school-teacher was in the habit of writing
gation, proved fictitious, Mrs. Sternberg says.
instructions to the · janitor on the blackboard, so
The other morning Mrs. Sternberg met the that he would see them when he came to clean the
gypsy on the street and had her haled before Mag- room. One evening he saw on the board: "Find
istrate Oberwager in Harlem Court. He held lier the greatest common divisor." For a moment he
in $1,000 bail for. alleged grand larceny. The seer- started at it, and then exclaimed: "Hullo! Is
that old thinll' lo~t. ,ur'in ?"
e~ went to a cell with her baby in her arms.
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GOOD READING
0:\)DITIES

OF LIFE AT EXTREME
ALTITUDES
In a recent expedition to Peru, Mr. Joseph
Barcroft of the University of Cambridge did
some exploring in the higher Andes and made
some interesting discoveries, which are told in the
British Medicab Jowrnal.
At 12,000 feet cows gave milk; at 13,000 feet
they gave little or none. At 15,000 feet there were
no cows. At 11,000 feet fleas disappeared, though
lice. remained so long as there were human beings.
At these heights men have lived for many generations, having become acclimatized to the rarefied air. Many of them lived' in chim.'leyless and
windowless houses; they had a purely communal
system of government, and some of their customs
would hardly appeal to more civilized races.
When a native was very ill, for instance, the date
of his funeral was fixed without reference to his
t0nvenience, and an official saw to it that he was
1--eady to keep the appointment.
It was remarkable what loads the people were
able to carry at these altitudes. A boy of about
thirteen would carry from the interior of a mine
a burden of 40 pounds, ascending a staircase with
it from a point 250 feet below, while a full-grown
man could carry a hundred pounds of metal, yet
the European was out of breath if he carried his
coat up a slight incline.

STARS 10,000 TIMES BRIGHTER THAN THE
SUN
Among the discoveries made by the Harvard
Observatory force at its station in Arequipa,
Peru, in the last summer, is the measurements of
the distance and size of the Large Magellanic
Cloud-a cloud-like group of stars and nebulre
visible from the Southern Hemisphere and re~bling in appearance the Milky Way. Two
tnousand new nebulre have been discovered, several variable stars and one new star. Hundreds
of the stars are 10,00? times brighter than the
sun.
This Magellanic Cloud, which is believed to be
a sort of small universe in itself, separate from
the Milky Way system of stars, of which our own
solar system is a comparatively infinitesimal part,
proves to be of staggering dimensions. Its distance from the earth, while not the greatest ever
measured by astronomers, -i s so immense as to be
almost beyond human powers of comprehension,
being 110,000 light-years. A light-year is six
trillion miles, the distance traveled in a year's
time by light, which covers 186,000 miles in a
single second.
The linear diameter of the Cloud has been
und to be· about 15,000 light-years. This is determined by finding the diJ,tance, which observers
work out by complicated methods involving spectroscopic studies, and then measuring the apparent size of the Cloud as it appears on photographic plates made at Arequipa.
Photometi-ic measures of the stars in the Lareg

Magellanic Cloud make it possible, now that their
distance is known, to find their actual candle
power. This work still is in progress at Harvard,
but preliminary results would seem to show that
the Could contains many stars which are actually
far brighter than any we have yet found in our
stellar system, although they appear very faint on
account of their immense distance.

EATING WOOD
In several places on the north coast of Siberia
the natives eat wood, not because they must but
because they like it, says the Lancet (London).
Wood .is generally eaten even when fish is plentiful, their favorite dish being prepared by scraping off thin layers immediately under the bark of
larch logs, chopping them fine and boiling them
up withs w.
It generally turns out that dietetic habits
which at first sight seem curious have a rational
basis. The virtues of cod liver oil no longer rest
on e:rppirical experience and a vague idea that its
efficiency was proportional to its nastiness; the
reputafom of fresh vegetables was gained in the
days before the Dutch taught us to grow turnips
and hardy cabbages, and when something like
scurvey was an annual experience of the early
spring.
It is interesting to guess the reason for woodeating. The cellulose which forms so large a part
of a herbivorous diet is now recognized as being
a subsidiary source of energy through· the fatty
acids produced in the stomach and bowels by cellulose-splitting bacteria. But the modifi'ed forms
of cellulose which form the mass of tree trunks
are hardly attacked by the bacteria of the alimentary canal. It is possible that the Siberians
have by practice and habit so altered their intestinal flora that they can deal with lignin with advantage, but this seems a troublesome way of getting energy when fish and milk are available, and
it appears hardly likely that the explanation of
wood-eating lies along these lines.
But if the habit suggests at the moment no
rationale, it is curious to note that it fa:!ls in line
with the tastes of some other animals. The fondness of rabbits for bark and the immediately subjacent tissues is well known. It is, perhaps, worth
noting, too, that these same invaluable experimental animals are peculiarly fond of hard, woody
leaves-as, for example, holly, gorse or hawthorn, and sometimes seem actually to prefer
them to cabbage or milk thistle. Ponies also are
apt to be possessed of a devil or some curious
appetite, and will set to work on big forest trees
and kill them by cleaning off the b.J.rk and conducting tissues down to the hard wood. These
and other examples of similar tastes suggest that
there is something particularly good in the outer
layers of trees, and it is natural to think that it
probably resides in the young conducting •;ssucs
rather than in the outer bark. Of its pr.:<:ise nature it is idle to speculate.
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recting the slaughter of the children in Bethlehem, as na:rrated by Matthew, in a vain effot'lt ta/'1'
kill the Christ child who had been described by
the wise men as the "King of the Jews."
"The interesting part is that the father," Dr.
Fisher wrote, "Phallion, was killed in this district
during a battle with Pompey, and his son, Antiochus, was supposed to have died here some time
later. The discovery of his coffin in our cemetery
proved this point beyond a doubt. So far as I
know this is the first sarcophagus of the Herrodian family that has been found."
D1·. Gordon also announced that Dr. Fisher had
found_ in deeper levels of occupation the first
known sarcophagi of the Philistines. Readern of
the Bible will recall that they defeated King Saul
on Mount Gilboa, which overshadows the ancient
fortress city, and, cutting off his head, hauled his
body to the city walls.
Levels of six cities so far have been found at
Beth-Shan, Dr. Gordon declared, while more ai·e
known to. be below. The site is said to have been,
occupied for a longer continuous period than any
other place of human habitation. It was also the
OF HAWAIIAN RACE
OR~ .
most fought-over spot in the world, since it serves
Informatw1, ,,nich may throw valuable light on as the gateway between Mesopotamia and Egypt
the mystery which surrounds the origin of the and was ner:essary to the conquest of Palestine.
Ha-waiian race was obtained in explorations on
the Na Pall side of the island 1'.auai by a party
of scientists under the direction of Dr. H. E. BIRDS DASH TO DEATH AGAINST LIGHTGregory, of the Bishop Museum, it was revealed
HOUSES
when the party returned to Honolulu.
Myriads of migratory birds, now des~l'ting
The finest type of terracing for agriculture in
the Hawaiian Islands was found in the valleys on summer homes and turning south in· a race
Kauai and the irrigation system displayed great against winter, are sure victims within the next
engineerin~ skill on the part of the early Haw- month of lighthouse towers and beacons along the
aiianc' who lived there, Dr. Gregory said. A prow Pacific Coast.
These lights, scattered irom Alaska- to Mexico,
of an ancient outrigger canoe was found in one
of the caves high upon a cliff. The prow con- each autumn lure thousands of winged creatures
tained three skulls which, on first examination, to dash themselves against the walls, the grating
appeared to belong to some race other than the protecting the glass or to flutter in the glare unHawaiian, probably to a race originally more to til they fall exhausted into the sea.
Wild geese and ducks shun the luminous bea-the south. The skulls may hold the secret of the
cons and are seldom victims of the tall tower ,
origin of the Hawaiians, Dr. Grego1·y said.
According to ancient Hawaiian legends, the but gulls, loons, terns and pelicans have the curipeople of the Nualala and. Kalalau valleys-the ous l'iabit of investigating the lighthouse flashes.
The smaller birds flying at night in large flocks
scene of the recent explorations-were the only
ones in the islands who were not mastered by suffer the greatest losses. Kingbirds, pewees
Kamehameha the Great when he united the arch- larks and blackbil'ds are picked up by the bushei
Sparrows, robins,
ipelago into a kingdom. - Tlie only entrances to during the autumn flight.
the isolated valleys are up ladders or on narrow warblers, thrushes and bluebirds linger · in the
trails and it was easy for the inhabitants to re- rays of the acetylene lights until, exhausted or
dashed by winds, they fall into the waves.
}Jel attempted invasions.
Many methods for safeguarding the trevellers
have been recommanded. The crew at the light
TOMB OF REROD'S COUSIN FOUND
on Tatoosh Island, near the entrance of Puget
The nearest approach to unearthing contempo- Sound, has provided perches above and below the
rar:, 1·ecords of Christ was announced recently by lens. The birds alight on these and generally,
Dr. George Byron Gordon, director of the Muse- after a few minutes' rest and investigation, hurry
along southward.
um of the University of Pennsylvania. The disIt has been noted that birds are restless whe
covery was made by Dr. Clarence Stanley Fisher,
director of excavations at Beth-Shan, in Pales- in the glare of/White and blue colors, but when
_
exposed to a red glare remain perfectly motiontine.
The discovery was the burial place of Anti- less.
The ultimate use of radio compass stations inochus, the first cousin of Herod the Great. Anstead of lights will guard against this annual
tiochus in all probability, Dt·. Gordon asserted,
was one of t.lJP. men charg-E-'.- by Herod with di- self-dP.struction of birds.

COW DID NOT DIE
Wandering from a field at Third and Booth
fltreets, Ches.ter, Pa., late one night, a cow was
s~1·uck by an automobile bearing a Delaware
license ta.g. The bovine gave a gasp, rolled about
for a few seconds and then become rigid. From
all appearances the animal was dead, at least that
was the opinion of the autoist, and he telephoned
.
to police headquarters.
Patrol Driver Denmark and Len Miller hurried
to the scene with the police patrol, taking with
them a supply of rope with the intention of removing the carcass.
. "That cow's not dead," said a youngster attracted to the scene. Then the officers produced
a red lantern, the cow opened its eyes and struggled to its feet with the instinct of a bull when it
·
sef,a a red flag.
Miller and Denmark jumped to ona side and befon they could recover from their surprise, the
co1.;r had made its way to the field ~nd tearing: off like mad. A half-hour search failed to reveal any trace of it.
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,., LOR OF
GROUND
EFFECTS
PLANTS
cu rious
Some
experiments as t o
of
effect
the
coli,r of the soil
were recently described in the
journal
French

La Traction Moderne, and quoted
in the Scientific
A me1-ican. These
experiments were
m ade in a vineyard . The surface of the soil
was lightly covered with reinforced concrete, <1
suitable space being left vacant
around each vine
stock. One-tl1frd
of this concre• cl
· s u rface was
p11.inted white, another third ochre
red. and the reblack;
mainder
the results were
very remarkable,
sinre in those
plots which harl
been p:i.inted red
anr! black the
vines were twice
as vigorous as on
the white plots.
The rea!>on for
this is that the
of
t emperature
the ground is considerably higher
in t,hose areas
having either a
d or a black
color, and this
increase of temperature has an
immediate effect
u non the growth
the plants.
of
T hese studies
t hrow light on
t he sunerio1·ity of
t he soil of certain
teuitorv, such as
the black earth in
Morocco. It has
been noted, too,
t hat the earth in
some of t!1c best
g;.rRne-bearing loc lities in the
South of France
i s either reddish
or black, and this
no longer appearn
as a mere accident.
0

Lii lLE ADS
Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 118 East 28th S treet,

N(I W

York City,

or 29 East Madison Street, Chicago, for partic ulars abo11t adverti5ing in this mog11~in(I,

PERSONAL-Continued

AGENTS
an hour to advert'se and distribute
samples to consumer. 'Write Quick tor terri1ory and
~~~~uli~c1n~!:lrc~~Jo.Products Co. , 7925 .American
AG ENTS-900

ME N'S S H IRTS. Easy to sell. Big demand everyw11tre .
Maktt $15.00 dally, lJndersen stores. Complete }in&.
Exciusive _patterns. Free S'amples. l'JlICAGO ~HlR'l'
CO., 9 So. Clinton, Fattory 243, Chicago.

FOR SALE

GOOD FARIII LAND S! Nenr hustling city ln
Mlcblgan. 20, 40, 80-acre tiiacts only $10 to $ 0
:Ralanee on long time. \Vril e- today for FREE
trated booklet. SWIGAR'~ LAND CO., M·lSGS,
National Bank Bldg., Chicago.

lower
down.
illus-

First

HELP W ANTED
B E; A RAILWAY TRAFF IC INSPECTOR ! $110 to $250

monthly. expenses vatd after 3 months' spare-time
• tudy. ~)Jlendld Ol)DOrtunHies. Position guaranteed or
Write tor Free Booklet C.M-101.
money refunded.
Stand. Business Training Inst., DutraJo, N . Y.
B E A OETECTJ VE. Opportunity for .men and women
for secret lovest.i~atlon In you.r district. " "rite C. '.l'.
Lud wig, 5:tl \\'estonir Uldt: .. K;u1sa3 , nv: Mo
EARN $20 weekly, SPARE TIME, AT HOME, address-

ing, malling mus·c. circulars. Send 10c for music.
.information, etc. -".\ merlcan Music Co., 1658 B'way, N. Y.
LADIES WANT ED, nnd MEN , too, to address envel•
outs uml urnil alinnisiug rnauer n~ homu for largo
mail order firms. snnr.:i or whole thnP, Can make
$10 to $;15 wkly. No capital or exncrtence nqulred .
Doak explains everything; send 10 cts. to oover postage,

:etc.

\\'nnl l'111J. 1 u .. 'J'IHon. X. If

D ET EC T IV ES EARN BIG MONEY. Great demand for
men and women. Fascinating work. I.,artfculnrs free .
'\\'rite. American n et ec1h-e System . 1968 n•war. X. Y.
STOP DA ILY GRIND. START SILVERING MIRRORR,
auto head lights, tab 1ewarc. etc. Plans free. Clarence

,Sprinkle, Dept. 73, Marion, Indiana.

MANUSCRIP TS WANTED
STORIES, P OEMS, P LA YS, etc.• are wanted for publlcaUon . f,~1bmlt MSS. or wrlte Literary Jlureau. 515
Hannibal. Mo.

STAMPS

100 DI F F ER ENT 15c. 200 35c. 500 95c. I .000 Illnges
10c, illu st.r:ued album 75c. Dime packet list and 50%
approvn.lR" on ff'Quest . .A. J. Kommers, 159 E. Chicago
.Ave., Chlcaro, JU.

PATENTS

PA T E NTS! Tr:idemark, Copyright instrucU,·e folder free.

Long experJence as vntent sollcitor: prompt advice.
Charges
R esults procured.
Correspondence solicltrct.
_reasonable. Ml'tzger, Dept. D. ,va9htngton, D. C.

PER~ONAL
!'encl
ASTROLOGY-STARS T ELL L IFE'S STORY.
reading. Eddy, Westport
,Bt~.lr~~~;J~ J'r~~s~!m~lt~.'

if~~!

MARRY-Directory tree. Ladles and Gentlemen write
!or bool;:Iet. Strictly con.fidenUnl. !\atiooal .<\.gency.
,nPnt. A .. KRnc:aq ('ft,·. }fo.
SI XTH AN D SEV ENTH BOOl<S OF MOSES.

Egyptian
secrf't.s. Rlack art. other rare books. Cat.alog tree.
Star Book Co.. IIR.22, 122 Federal St.. Camden, N. J.
MARRY-MAR RIAGE- DIR ECTOR Y wlth photos and
descriptions free . Pay when married. The Exchange,
Dept. 545 Kansas CJty. Mo.

--------------·--- ---

paper free. Best ever published. A.merlc&n
DlsLrlbulor. 628 Mt. Pleasant. P n.
as.
44, with farm, wants husband. K. Box
ow,~
W1o
Lea,:uo, Toledo, Ohio._ _ _ _ _~ _ _ _ __ _
WO ULD ,ou- marry lady worth $sli,Ot0, prott_yf Club,
nox ~5. Oxford, FJorJcla. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Too FAT ? No - need drugging or starving yoursel f. Follow simple •elf treatment. Gua.ra11tced. Oet box Korein
tabules any busy druggist or write for free brochure.
Korcin Co. , ND-370, SU\,lon X, New York . _ _ _ __
·w HO M S HOULD -YOU MARRY ? We'll toll you. Send
30c and birth date 1,0 Character St.udles, 151G Masonlo
Temole. New York City.
LO N£S0M E-~hk;;-frieJlCJS everywh.ere. many wealthy.
Part..cuiars for stamp. Smith K., Dos 3125, Portland,
MARR I AG [

Ore.~·--------------- ----

YOU R FUTURE FOR ETO LD-l:-eud dime. blrthdote !or
truthful, reliable. convinclng trial reading. Hazel
•:.:ll~r._ _ _ _ _ __
Dause. Box 215, Los Ange,=lc:::••'-"C:::
I F- LON ELY~il8Doris Dawn, 10602 St. Clair.
Cleveland. Ohio. (Stamped envelove please) .
·rhousnnds co11gc11lal people. worth from
&1 Afl RY:
Sl.000 to $50.000 seeki11g enrly marrin!:!'.r. desrrlor ions.
photos, introductions free. Sealed. Either sex. Send
no monry, Address Sta11dnr'1 ('or. ('Juh. UrR.rslali:e. 111.
IF YOU WANT A WEA LTHY, LO VING W I FE, write
Vlokt ltn ys, Dt• nniso11. Oliio. Encl.osk stamped euvelope.
BEST. LARGEST MATRIMO N IAL CLU B In Country.
Estnhllshed 17 Years. Thousands \Vealthy wishing
Early Marria,1.tc. Confidcntlnl, Fr~e. The 01(). Reliable
Club. Mrs. ""rnhrl, l ~ox 26, Onklanrl, Ca.Ht.
MARRY-Free photo,.Tanh11 dil'C'cto~v and descriptions
ot we althy membl'rS. PaY '"'1cn mt1rrictl. New Plan
C'o . Jl<'nt. 36, T;;:an~ai ('Hy. Mo
girl? (stamp)
WOULD you write a. wealth\'
_;'ncc·- - - - J.illlnn Rnroul. ~ta. TT f'l<'• rl
HUNOR£ DS SE"ek:ngi marr;age. If s1u\:t'l"8 .enclose RtamI>.
}fr~. F. \Villarct . 2928 nroadway, Chtcago, Illinois.
II' REA LLY LO NE LY.- wrt~• :Retty Lee. lne., 4204
Br<>i\dway, Ne\V York City, Send staml). Don't forceb
to wrte !
WO UL D you marry maiden worth $80,000, pretty ? Club,
I.lox 55. Oxford , Florida..
!i"L<JNESO ME exchango jolly letters ,vilh beauUCul
111.dles P.nd we&ltJlV gentlemen. Eva :!.foore, Box 908.
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Jack'ionvllle. Fla. (St.a.mo},_
MA RRY IFLONE LY;"llomo Mak-er" ' ; hundreM rich;
confl<i-"'ntlal; rel!:1b'e: vpars <'XJJe'"if>ncP: rlPsrd.vtlons
froo. '"The Suceeesful Club," Box 556. Oalcland. Calif.
G ETACQUAI NTE D -Mn•r,, well, Lodi es and gentlem on e,·e-ryw•1ere wHl exch-in~e jolly letters. List tree.
:::.::a::.:ns:::•::c•::.·
Sunflower C'lub. Cinrnrron.K
W1oow, 44. with farm home. wants husband. K, Boll
35. U'ntile, To~edo Ohln-.::·c__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-~~~~~-=--

INSTRUCTIONS
i..ugllt; $1 monUily. Improve your
handwriting. Address Prtnco, Station R. New York.

P ENMANSHIP

SONGWRITERS
WRIT E TH E WORDS FOR A SON G-We comnoso muslc.
Submit your noem~ to us nt once. New York Melody
C"or11or11.tlon. 405 FJtzS?ernlcl RlclJ?,, New York.

TOBACCO HABIT
T OBACCO or Snuff Habit cured or no pay. $1 If
S'uperb• Co. PC,
Remedy sent on trial.
cured.
Daltlmore Md.

Beautiful 10 Jewel
\Vhite Gold Filled Bracelet
Watch, adjusted, excellent
time keeper, guaranteed 25
years. COSTS YOU NOTHING by o u r p l&n . Send us
your name and addresS'
. Quickly. Full details of our
FREE WATCH PLAN will be sent
to yQ.11 Immediately.

I

CRESCENT PRODUCT S COMP ANY
Ne w Y ork
RK
611-621 B roadway

WILD
1006
1007
1008

1009
1011>

1011
1012
1013
1014

101G
1016
1017
}018
1019
1020

1021

WEST WEEKLY

LATEST ISSVES - Young Wild West and "Domino Dick"; or, The
Broncbo Buster's Bad Break.
" Trapping the Horse ,'l'hieves: or, Arletta'•
Qulck Work.
" end the Choctaw Chief; or, The Hidden Val•
ley and the Lost Tribe.
" Followea by Fiends: or, Arietta and the Plotters.
" end the Cactus Queen; or, '£be Bandits of the
~
Sand Ilills.
•• In Death Canyon; or, Arletta and the Mad
Miner.
" Crack Cavalry; or, The Shot That Won the Day.
" After an Asoassin; or, Arietta and the 'l'ougba.
" Shot In the Dark; or, Winning His Welgbt
In Gold.
" and the Hold Up Men; or, How Arletta Paid
H er Ransom.
" Arizona Round-l;p; or, Catching the Cattle
Crooks.
" Promise· or, Ariettll and the Blue Mark.
" As Avenger· or '.rile Vigilants' Mlstnke.
" After tbe D~ath' Dealers; or, A Hot Fight tn
the Guieb.
" Defying the Blackfeet; or, Arletta and the Mya•
terious Canoe.
" Going the Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig" at Show

1022 " DC~~iiemned to Death; or, Arletta's Pralrie Race.
1024 " Caught by Comanches; or, A1ietta Daring DeRth.
10211 " Showinrf Up a Sheriff; or, The Right Man On a

1026 "
1027 "
1028

"

1029

"

1030

"

1031

"

1032

"

1033 "
1034

"

Wrong Trail.
Reckless Ride; or, Arietta's Hairbreadth ~sea pc.
anu the Cowboy Sports; or. Fun and Fighting
on the Range.
Raicllng the Redskins; or, Arietta and the
Apache Trap.
Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
Crooked Creek.
Dagger Duel; or Arietta and the Mexican
Bandits.
Qui ckest Shot; or, The D esperadoes or Dia.
mond Dive.
and the Death Mine; or, Arletta Blulfmg the
Claim .1 umpers.
Saving the "Seventh"; or, The Fight at Red
Ravine.
Greaser Shake-Up; or, Arietta Standing the

T~~'l,jf,:,g a "Terror"; or, The Bandit Chief's
Last Chance,
J036 " Sa ving- His Scalp; or, Arietta and the Death
•.rrnll
J037 " T ei,chl~ir a 'l'enderfoot; or, The Dude's Duel
With the Desperado.
1038 " Rushing the Rustlers; or, Arietta's Long
t
Range Shot.
1039 " Grilling the Gold Grabbers; or, Tbe "Shoo Tlp" at Sbooker.
J oro " Cowbov Challenge· or, Arlettn's Good Guess.
lOU " MyMerious Enemies; or, The Sign of the Silver
ed
. tt T
Seven.
10-12 " Saving the Stagecoach; or, How Ane a r app
the Road Agents.
1043 " and "Mesquite Monte"; or, The Worst Greaser
d th
In Arizona.
•
10-14 " D ef ending the Camp; or, Arletta an
,
Raiders.
Masked
1045 " and the Cherokee Cbief; or, The Redskins Last
Figbt.
For sale by all newsdealers, or ,vm be ~ent to any
nddreu on receipt of price, 7c per copy, Ill money or
tiootai:-e stamps, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
New York City
168 Wut 2Sd Street,
JO~

"

TO
SCENA RIOS HOW
WRITE THEM
Price Sll Cents Per Copy

'!'his book contains all the most recent changes In the
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For Rale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
If you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
35 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mail you one, postage free. Address
L. SENA.RENS, 219 Seventh Ave .• New York, N. Y,

OUR TEN-CENT P~D BOOKS
Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject
No. 46. HOW 1'0 MA.KE AND \Jle!l!; .r::LECTRICIT Y.
-A descrip tion of the wondel'.ful uses of electricity a.nu
electro magnetism; togeth er with full instructions for
cbelr,
making mect.rlc 'l'oys, Batteries, etc. By George
A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty illustrations.
.A.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES
bandy hook for boys, containing full directions fo~ constructing canoes and the most popular manner of Sall Ing th~m. }'ully Illustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Glv ing rules for conducting deb11tes, outlines for debates, questions for discussion and the best sources for procuring information
on the <iuestlons given.

now

No. 50.

'.l'O STUFF BIRDS AND ANJlllALS

A v_aluable bo~k, giving instru~tions in collecting, pre:
parrng, mountmg and preserving birds, animals and
insects.
No. 51.

HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CABDS.-Con-

No. 54.

HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS -

talning Hplanatlons of the general principles of sleightof-hand applicaule to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary carus, and nQ.t requiring sleight-of-band ; ot
tricks Involving sleigbt-ol'-band , or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little hook, telllng you how to write to your sweetheart
your father, mother, sister, brother, employer; and l~
fact , everybody and anybody you ,v!sh to write to.
Giving complete Information as to the manner an:
method or raising, keeping, taming, breeding and managing all kinds or pets; also giving fn!l instructions for
making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eigh t
IJl11strnt ions .
No. 56. HOW TO BECOME AN ENGINEER.-C ontaluing full Instructions how to become a locomotive
engineer; alsv directions :or building a model locomotive; together witb a full description of everything an
engin ee r should know.
No. 58. HOW TO DE A DETECTIVE.- By Old King
Brady, the well-known aetective. In which be lays down
some valuable rul es for beginners, and also relates some
adventures or well-known d etectives.
No. 60.-HOW TO DECOM.E A PHOTOGRAPH ER.-

Containlug useful information regarding the Camera and
how to work it; also how to make Photographic Magic
Lantern Slides and other Transparencies , Handsomely
illustrated.
No. 64.

HOW TO lllAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.

-Containing full directions for making electrjcal machines, induction coils, dynamos and many novel toys
to be worked by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. li'uJly
illustrated.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES. - The most original
joke Dook ever published, and it ls brimful of \Vit and
humor. It contains a large collection of songs, jok_es,
it,
conundrums, etc., of Terrence I\Juldoon, the great
humorist and practical joker or the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES. - Contalnlng over
three hundred Interesting puzzles and conundrums, with
key to same. A complete book. Fully lJluslrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Con tainlug a large collection of instructive and highly
amusing electriccal tricks, together with illustrations.
By A. Anderson.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS. - Containin g over one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals. F.y A. Anderson. H andsomely illustrated .
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF- HAND. - Con tainning over fifty or the lates t and best tricks used by
magicians. Also contalning tbe secret of second sight.
Fully Illustrated.
No. 70. HOW TO MAKE IIIAGIC TOYS.-Contai nlng
full directions for making Magic Toys and devices ot
many kinds. Fully lllustrated.
HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS. No.
Containing complete Instructions for performing 0'!,4tr
sixty Mechanical Tricks. Fully lllustrated.

n:

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be Bent to &nJ'
address on receipt ot price, 10c. per copy, Ill
&tampa, b;,money

yr

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,

New York

ELEC
TRIC
ITY~
Needs You To Boss•
Jobs Like ThiS

?J

~~icatedElectricalE~ert
EARN $3500to

$10000 a Year

I

T'S a shame for you to earn less than $100.00 a week ·when
Some features
~ trained Electrical Experts are in such great demand. You
of My Course ought to get more. You can get more.
·
Cooke Trained "Electrical Experts" earn $70 to $200 a week. Fit yourself for one
Thal Have
of these big paying positions. Get into a line of work where there are hundreds
Revolutionized and
hundreds of opportunities for advancement and a big success.

Dome Study Training
1.Practicalinstruction
big
-nodiu s e t1e 6 6 •
h•
soun ng
eory.
2. Free Electrical Outfit-Finest outfit ever
~:fm~ifor home ex3_ F re e Employment
·ce.
Servl

~r~:.

Cons u lting
.,.._
S. Free Lllgineering

Magazine.

6. Free use of my Elec•

trical Laboratory.
7. Extra Courses Free

_ Radio-Electrical
Draftin
g.
s. Spare t ime work-

rpecif

eam~while-you•
earn essons.

9. Reduced prices on

all Electrical Supplies.
10. Cash RefundGuaranTtehe Bofnd.t
ese le? udrE;:S are
a ll exp ame m my
big Free Book.

What's YOUR Future'

Joday eve.n the ordina.ry Ele.ctrician-tl)e
• _screw dnver kmd-1s makmg money-big
money. But it's the trained man-the man who
knows the whyg and wherefores of Electricity-the "Electrical Expert"-wbo is picked out to
"boss" ordinary Electricians-to boss the Big Jobs-the,jobs that pay up to $10,000 a year.

Age or Lack of Experience No Drawback

You don't have to be a College Man; you don't have to be a High School graduate. My Course ~ in Electricity is the most simple, thorough and successful in existence, and offers every man°/
regardless of age, education or previous experience, the chance to become, in a very short
time, an "Electrical Expert," able to make from $70 to $200 a week.
i
AsGhief~ngineeroftheChicago . , C~k~
Engmeenn~ Works I know ex•/
Chief
actly the kind of training a man needs to itet the best positions at the highest salaries. Hon•
Engine

I Give You a Real Training

i

er

dreds of my students are now earning $8,600 to $10,000. Many are now successful ELEC•
, ,"IC

TRICAL CONTRACTORS.

Your Satisfaction Guaranteed iY.=Jr;!..~~~~~~~·i'tli°:-{;n

after studying with me, you, too, can get into the •• big money'' class in electdcal
work, that I wm JtUarantee under bond to return everyeingle ~nny paid to me
in tujtion if, when you have finished my course, you are not satisfied it was the· , i

best mvestmeot you eve~ made.

•

•

FREE-Electr1cal
WqrkmgOutfit-FREE
I give each

Chicago
Engineering

Works

Dept. 208, 2150 Law•
- ' rence Ave., Chicago, W.

i near Sir,-Send.atoncethe,.Vi•
student a Splendid Outfit of Electnca) Tools~ Materials and
. , tn.l Facts'' _contarnmg Sample~Measuring Instruments absolutely FREE. I also !.mppJy them with ~ sons, your 8Jg Book. and full pa.rtic•
Drawing Outfit examination paper, and many other things that
ulars of your J:t"'ree Outfit .and ~ome
other schools don't furnish. Yon do PRACTICAL work AT
Study.Course-all fully prepaid, w1tbout

i

~~!;~p,!,~~!~afutarJ~~l1~~!!.;~:~:;!i~~e!~:fl~:o~e=~k ., obligation on my part.
~!~ t t~~~~~~!!'o-:~~~£~:Pe!!~oft~:f!n!J.;~~d i Name.......................·-····· ......................................
in1rand)'Oll'llenjoytbem. Makethe11ta.-ttudayforabright ~,,
future in Electricity. Send io coupon-NOW.
pr
L LCOOKE,ChiefEnriaeerChic:agoEnrineeringWks, ·
Dept. 208, 2150 Lawrence Avenue. Chicaco. Illinois •

• flfDM

Address ................................ •······························· ···· ·········

.

1mJ-t,t❖dl1 kihi¼l,ttmliiUt4t:1JikO

J

